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MOVING ON

Written by Michael Brown,
Sacred Heart University’s Director of Gospel Choir

This is not the end, only the beginning.
Pretty soon, we all will be on our way.
Yes, our time at Sacred Heart was special;
We are very grateful for all that we have learned.

I never shall forget my friends and loyal teachers,
Because without you, I would have lost my way.
Most of all, I’m thankful for my family,
And because of you I’m what I am today

Chorus:
My future’s brighter than the midday sun.
Won’t hesitate; got a race to run.
I’m moving on; moving on.
Yes, I’ll face the world with all it’s got.
I’ll never quit. No, I’ll never stop
Moving on; moving on

Deep within our souls, we have found the power,
The courage and the strength needed to succeed
And today I boldly stand before you
And it’s really true—I’m happy as can be

It’s time to say goodbye to all my friends and teachers.
Yes, it will be hard, but we have to part.
I will take with me all of the memories.
They will never leave me; they’ll stay in my heart.

Chorus: My future...

Bridge: Nothing on earth can stop me.
Nothing on earth can hold me down.
(Repeat)

My future, my future, my future’s brighter than....
ALMA MATER

Unison (All):

1. Hail to thy, our Alma Mater, Pioneers are we.
   Sacred Heart's proud sons and daughters
   Stand in unity. Hail to SHU.

2. Alma Mater, Oh grant us wisdom, Heart and mind receive.
   Love and truth, her guiding vision.
   Oh! Swell, swell the chorus,
   Praise, praise her glory, On our fields and in these halls.

Bridge (Choir)

Loyal hearts proclaim her story. Red and White o'er all!

Final Refrain (All):

Oh Swell, swell the chorus, praise, praise her glory, On our fields and in these halls.
Loyal hearts proclaim her story. Red and White o'er all!

TEXT: RALPH CORRIGAN, ET AL | MUSIC: JOHN MICHNIEWICZ

MUSIC

Sacred Heart University Orchestra
under the direction of Keith Johnston, M.M., Director of Bands

Soloists
Caitlin Glynker '23
Timothy McIntosh '21
Michaela Vieira '21
Kadijah Needham '23
Carlos Ruiz '21
Michaela Vieira '21

Commencement Choir
composed of members of the Sacred Heart University Choirs,
under the direction of John Michniewicz, D.M.A., Director of Choral Programs
Michael W. Brown, Director of the SHU Gospel Choir
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Chairman
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Secretary
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Treasurer
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Charles V. Firlotte
Suzanne Greco ’96
Keith Hovan ’93
Douglas L. Kennedy ’78
Vincent Maffeo, J.D.
Patrick G. Maggitti, Ph.D.
Msgr. Robert S. Meyer, J.D., J.C.D.
Pamela T. Miller, J.D.
William E. Mitchell
James T. Morley, Jr.
John J. Petillo, Ph.D.
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Daniel D. Thomas ’08
Eric Wood ’98
The Name. Sacred Heart University was founded in 1963 by the Most Rev. Walter W. Curtis, S.T.D., the second bishop of the Diocese of Bridgeport, to provide an institution of higher education that would serve the people of the diocese and region, regardless of their sex, race, creed or religion. In October 1962, Bishop Curtis announced both the plan to open a college the following September, and its name, “Sacred Heart.” The choice of name had a dual origin: it was the name of the bishop’s first pastorate in Bloomfield, N.J., and was a pledge from the bishop attesting to the value of such an institution.

The Mission. Sacred Heart University is a coeducational, independent, comprehensive institution of higher learning rooted in the Catholic intellectual tradition and liberal arts. It embraces a vision for social justice and educates students in mind, body and spirit to prepare them personally and professionally to make a difference in the global community.

Sacred Heart University is Catholic in tradition and spirit. As a Catholic university, it seeks to play its appropriate role in the modern world. It exemplifies in its life the Judeo-Christian values of the God-given freedom and dignity of every person. Inspired by the ecumenical spirit of the Second Vatican Council, Sacred Heart University welcomes men and women of all religious traditions and beliefs who share its concerns for truth, scholarship, human dignity, freedom and the betterment of society. It values religious diversity as enhancing the University community and creating opportunities for dialogue in the common search for truth.

Through its curricular and co-curricular activities and campus ministry programs, the University provides the context in which students have the opportunity to appropriate their own religious traditions in a critical fashion. Sacred Heart University challenges its students to think critically, analyze carefully, evaluate with a sense of justice and proportion and convey conclusions in an intelligible and articulate fashion. The University provides the environment in which its students can develop the aesthetic dimension of life by nurturing their abilities to imagine, create and appreciate. It enables students to acquire a rich understanding of their own cultural and family heritages, so as to assume their responsibilities as conveyors and creators of culture and family. As a community of teachers and scholars, Sacred Heart University exists for the pursuit of truth. It joins with other colleges and universities in the task of expanding human knowledge and deepening human understanding. It encourages and supports the scholarly and artistic work of its faculty and students. Further, it has a responsibility to share its resources and its special gifts and talents for the betterment of the human community. All members of the University body are strongly encouraged to participate in the wider community through service to others, especially the poor. From its founding, the University has been recognized for its caring approach to students. This approach expresses the University’s belief that each student is born with a unique set of qualities and skills. It respects the personal and academic freedom of all of its members, while at the same time fostering a genuine experience of community. By so doing, it creates the environment in which each person in the University shares in common goals and a common commitment to truth, justice and concern for others.

The Seal. The official seal of Sacred Heart University was introduced on July 22, 1963. The original pen-and-ink drawing hangs in the diocesan museum at The Catholic Center in Bridgeport. The seal consists of a shield surrounded by the inscription, Universitas Sacri Cordis, in large letters. The shield comprises a dexter—the right-hand side of a shield (the left, as seen by the viewer)—and a sinister, the left-hand side of a shield.

The dexter impalement bears the jurisdictional arms of the Bridgeport diocese. The bridge above waves of flowing water affords an apt expression of the name of the diocese that encompasses Fairfield County, Connecticut, where Sacred Heart University is located. The bridge represents service, which forges strong bonds of understanding and unity among diverse constituencies, while the vivifying water symbolizes the “port” by which new knowledge and ideas energize the scholars who commit themselves to the disciplines of academic inquiry. The Cross of Our Faith above the bridge dignifies the other symbols and identifies the University as a community that celebrates the richness of the Catholic intellectual traditions.

The sinister impalement displays the personal coat of arms of the Most Rev. Walter W. Curtis, S.T.D., the founder
Upon graduation, students of old carried a mortarboard showing them to be masons of the future, destined to build empires or cities or fountains of wisdom on the firm foundation of knowledge. To this day, graduates wear mortarboard caps, symbolizing that they are builders of the future.

The history of the hood, with which degree recipients are invested, dates back to 13th-century England. Whether its origin is ecclesiastical or secular has never been settled. Hoods are two-and-one-half feet long for the associate degree, three feet for the bachelor's, three-and-one-half feet for the master's and four feet for the doctoral degree. The hood is lined with the colors of the institution—red and grey, in the case of Sacred Heart University. The trim color indicates the academic degree: white for arts, letters and humanities (B.A.) and golden yellow for science (B.S.). The hoods of those with graduate degrees, as well as the tassels on the undergraduates’ mortarboards, are often in the color associated with the academic field of specialization, as follows:

- **White**: Arts, Letters and Humanities
- **Apricot**: Nursing
- **Drab**: Business
- **Slate Blue**: Occupational Therapy
- **Light Blue**: Education
- **Dark Blue**: Philosophy
- **Brown**: Fine Arts
- **Green**: Physician Assistant
- **Purple**: Law
- **Teal**: Physical Therapy
- **Crimson**: Media Studies
- **Gold**: Physical Therapy
- **Pink**: Music
- **Citron**: Science
- **Scarlet**: Sociology, Social Work and Criminal Justice
- **Teal**: Theology and Religious Studies

Academic Dress. Tradition holds that the cap and gown were first used in ancient Greece, when only youths with wealthy parents or those with patrons attended school. The wise teachers of the time believed scholars should not wear fine clothing and jewels but rather, that the scholar should wear workers’ garments. In the United States, the gown commonly worn for both the associate’s and bachelor’s degrees has pointed sleeves (with a slit for the arm). It is designed to be worn closed. The gown for the master’s degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist. The gown for the doctoral degree has bell-shaped, open sleeves. All gowns are black and without trimming, with the exception of the doctoral gown, which normally is trimmed with velvet, has three bars or chevrons on the sleeves and may be in distinctive color(s) governed by the school granting that degree. The master’s and doctoral gowns may be worn open.
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UNDERGRADUATE & GRADUATE PROGRAM

PROCESSIONAL

Sacred Heart University Band
Keith Johnston, Director and Conductor
Janet Boughton, Director of Orchestral Strings

MUSIC:

Pomp and Circumstance—Edward Elgar
Graduation Day—Susan H. Day
Highland Cathedral—Michael Korb and Ulrich Roever

MACE BEARER:
Maria Lizano-DiMare, Ed.D.
Associate Professor, College of Education and
President of the University Academic Assembly

WORDS OF WELCOME

Rupendra Paliwal, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

NATIONAL ANTHEM

Michaela Vieira ’21

INTERFAITH PRAYER SERVICE

PRESIDENTIAL WELCOME & ADDRESS

John J. Petillo, Ph.D.
President

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

Robin L. Cautin, Ph.D.
Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences

Martha J. Crawford, Ph.D.
Dean of the Jack Welch College of Business & Technology

Michael Alfano, Ph.D.
Dean of the Isabelle Farrington College of Education

Dean of the College of Health Professions

Mary Alice Donius, Ed.D., R.N.
Dean of the Dr. Susan L. Davis, R.N., & Richard J. Henley
College of Nursing

Maryanne Davidson, DNSc, APRN, CPNP
Dean, St. Vincent’s College at Sacred Heart University

Brian V. Carolan, Ph.D.
Dean of Graduate Studies
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Michael Brown

GRADUATE STUDENT CONGRATULATIONS
Ashton Ogle, ’20, MPAS, PA-C

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT CONGRATULATIONS
Anthony Smith ’20
Class of 2020 President

ALUMNI GREETINGS
Daniel Pascone ’06, M.B.A. ’12
Former President, SHU Alumni Association
Richard Kuroghlian ’90
President, SHU Alumni Association

ALMA MATER
Caitlin Golynker ’23
Timothy McIntosh ’21
Michaela Vieira ’21
Kadijah Needham ’23

BENEDICTION
Fr. Saji Thengumkudiyil
University Chaplain

RECESSIONAL
Sine Nomine—Ralph Vaughan Williams
March of the Meistersingers—Richard Wagner

READERS:
Robert Gilmore, M.A.
Director of Campus Experience

Amy Novak, M.B.A.
Director of Student Activities

Sean Heffron, M.A., M.B.A
Associate Vice President, Student Success
COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM DESIGNED BY
Ashley Samantha Vargas
Graphic Design Coordinator
Class of 2020
ACADEMIC AWARDS & HONOR SOCIETIES
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES

M. SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Olivia Anderson
Silver Medal of Excellence  Douglas Fleischmann

M. ARTS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Gold Medal of Excellence  David Richard Orr
Silver Medal of Excellence  Erica Leigh Boccuzzi

M. PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Gold Medal of Excellence  Susan J. Agamy
Silver Medal of Excellence  Cheryl Gall
Dean's Leadership Award  Carolyn Trabuco

M. SCIENCE IN APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Angela Lee Templeton
Silver Medal of Excellence  Alyssa Nicole Zadravecz
Outstanding Master's Performance Award  Alysha Courtney Griffiths
Outstanding Master's Performance Award  Catherine Latour
Outstanding Master's Performance Award  Kelly Jeanne Love
Outstanding Master's Performance Award  Abigail Mastrone
Outstanding Master's Performance Award  Jessica Page
Outstanding Master's Performance Award  Christina Maria Scarane
Outstanding Master's Performance Award  Angela Lee Templeton
Outstanding Master's Performance Award  Alyssa Nicole Zadravecz

M. SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Sadie Elizabeth Pavao
Silver Medal of Excellence  Sherine Collins
Dean's Leadership Award  Jasmine Maria Villegas

M. SCIENCE IN CYBERSECURITY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Jesse Cash Daniels
Silver Medal of Excellence  Gold Chiburuoma Wejinya
Dean's Leadership Award  Abdullah Alrashidi

M. SCIENCE IN DIGITAL MARKETING
Gold Medal of Excellence  Alyssa Callahan
Silver Medal of Excellence  Saindhavee Sharma
Dean's Leadership Award  Ayman Salah Abdelmawla

M. SCIENCE IN FINANCE & INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Gold Medal of Excellence  Praval Reddy Akepati
Silver Medal of Excellence  Nicholas Curina

M. SCIENCE IN HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Gold Medal of Excellence  Tabitha Ehlers
Silver Medal of Excellence  Kacie Lee Tirella

JACK WELCH COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY

M. SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Gold Medal of Excellence  Taylor Rose Smyth
Silver Medal of Excellence  Rebecca Danielle Armand
Dean's Leadership Award  Stephanie Marie Mangiameli

M. BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Gold Medal of Excellence  Sheryl Anne Knable
Silver Medal of Excellence  Ingrid Sophia Rempe
Dean's Leadership Award  Kristella Garcia
Dean's Leadership Award  Christina Illum Scherwin

M. BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Gold Medal of Excellence  Ashley Michele Darling
Silver Medal of Excellence  Natasha Therese Morgan

M. SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Daniel Hong
Silver Medal of Excellence  Chitty Reddy Seema Reddy
Dean's Leadership Award  Rishavsingh Brijshyamsingh

M. SCIENCE IN HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Gold Medal of Excellence  Christopher Fusco
Silver Medal of Excellence  Wendy M. Cassel
Commitment to Social Justice Award  Anamilena Moreno
Dean's Leadership Award  Adlene Garcia
Outstanding Master's Performance Award  Alyssa Nicole Zadravecz
ISABELLE FARRINGTON
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, FAIRFIELD

CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED STUDIES
IN ADMINISTRATION
Gold Medal of Excellence  Lauren Cassen Bergner
Silver Medal of Excellence  Sara Elizabeth Anderson
Dean’s Leadership Award  John W Harvey
Dean’s Leadership Award  Catherine M Fagan

CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED STUDIES IN LITERACY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Thomas James Broderick
Silver Medal of Excellence  Robert Devine
Dean’s Leadership Award  Elizabeth Ann Heagney
Dean’s Leadership Award  Kristen Rowe Worzel

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
Gold Medal of Excellence  Emily Lynn Spoto
Silver Medal of Excellence  Erin Marie Curley
Dean’s Leadership Award  Megan Bowlin
Outstanding Clinic Placement Award  Anastasia Leigh Gussen
Outstanding Clinic Placement Award  Vera Lucia Gonzalez
Outstanding Clinic Placement Award  Anthony Brooks Orzo
Outstanding Clinic Placement Award  Gabriella Morgan Lind
Outstanding Clinic Placement Award  Sara Catherine Robaczynski
Outstanding Clinic Placement Award  Caroline E. Speicher
Outstanding Master’s Project Award  Kelly Haines
Outstanding Research and Scholarship Award  Marcos Velasco
Extraordinary Service Award  Austin George Ekstrom
Extraordinary Service Award  Emily Jeane Sheehy
Extraordinary Service Award  Sarah Riccio

ISABELLE FARRINGTON COLLEGE
OF EDUCATION, GRISWOLD

CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED STUDIES IN ADMINISTRATION
Gold Medal of Excellence  Kileeen J. Dziavit
Silver Medal of Excellence  Iris Margarita Ortiz-Sanchez
Dean’s Leadership Award  Manuel Christopher MacDonald
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Chad Elliott Johnson
Outstanding Research Award  Todd C. Richmond
Outstanding Thesis Award  Tracy A. Lopez

CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED STUDIES IN LITERACY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Brenda J. Borrelli
Silver Medal of Excellence  Melissa A. Parker

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
Gold Medal of Excellence  Samantha G. Cholewa
Silver Medal of Excellence  Kenneth Paul Pancoast
Dean’s Leadership Award  Marissa Shannon Fontaine
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Austin Charles Longendyke
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Adrienne Lorange-Lumpkins
Outstanding Master’s Project Award  Sarah Elizabeth Burton
Outstanding Master’s Project Award  Naomi R Swider
Outstanding Master’s Project Award  Sarah Ashley Castleberry
Outstanding Service Award  Tyler Morgen Keith
Outstanding Service Award  Benjamin Conover
Outstanding Service Award  Noelle Pollard

COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Hannah Elizabeth Neary
Silver Medal of Excellence  Kylie Calandra
Dean’s Leadership Award  Matthew Thomas Walsh
Margaret Palliser Scholarship  Jaclyn Villane
Physical Therapy Professional Service Award  Christopher David Patrick
Stephen T. Bowers Scholarship  Connor J. Games
Victor Vaughan Legislative Service Award  Kaitlyn Ruth Mita
Victor Vaughan Legislative Service Award  Kyle Brendan Stapleton

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EXERCISE SCIENCE
Gold Medal of Excellence  Mathew Lyndon Welch
Silver Medal of Excellence  Nicholas Cardano

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTHCARE INFORMATICS
Gold Medal of Excellence  Uma Vendrakkadu Krishnan
Silver Medal of Excellence  Divya Venkateshwaran

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Deirdre Therese O’Malley
Silver Medal of Excellence  Angelita Andrukievicz
Dean’s Leadership Award  Gabrielle Nicole Diaz

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH
Gold Medal of Excellence  Rebeccca Ann Disarro
Silver Medal of Excellence  Allison Michelle Weiner
Dean’s Leadership Award  Kevin Maloney

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Sandra Lee Lummis
Silver Medal of Excellence  Taylor Courtney Knouse
Dean’s Leadership Award  Kelsey Himmelwright
DR. SUSAN L. DAVIS, R.N., & RICHARD J. HENLEY COLLEGE OF NURSING

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE
FAMILY NURSE PRACTITIONER
Gold Medal of Excellence  Taylor Schaake
Silver Medal of Excellence  Anaica K. Quao
Dean’s Leadership Award  Jean-A’Layn Segalla
Dean’s Leadership Award  Anaica K. Quao
Outstanding D.N.P. Project Award  Anaica K. Quao
Outstanding D.N.P. Project Award  Stephanie Zhu
Outstanding D.N.P. Project Award  Lauren Ketsia Gripp

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE
Gold Medal of Excellence  Shannon Leigh Williams
Silver Medal of Excellence  Gina Marie Reitmeyer
Dean’s Leadership Award  Gina Marie Reitmeyer
Outstanding D.N.P. Project Award  Shannon Leigh Williams

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING - CLINICAL NURSE LEADER
Silver Medal of Excellence  Yvette Andrea Rotundo
Dean’s Leadership Award  Michelle Haas Bormick
Outstanding Capstone Award  Anna M. Coppola
Outstanding Capstone Award  Michael Royce
Outstanding Capstone Award  Michelle L. Harper
Outstanding Capstone Award  Donda Lynn Hilke
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Lara Kathryn Atamaniuk
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Sara Ksenzak Halperin
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Sandra Lorimer McLaren Wright
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Roseanne Casey

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING - NURSE EDUCATOR
Gold Medal of Excellence  Jennifer Lynn Bailey
Dean’s Leadership Award  Kathleen Morel Driscoll
Outstanding Administrative Practicum Award  Anita Jain
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Kimberly Dawn Searcy Gunter

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING - NURSING MANAGEMENT & EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP
Gold Medal of Excellence  Jennifer Lynn Bailey
Dean’s Leadership Award  Kathleen Morel Driscoll
Outstanding Administrative Practicum Award  Anita Jain
Outstanding Field Placement Award  Kimberly Dawn Searcy Gunter

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING - FAMILY NURSE PRACTITIONER
Gold Medal of Excellence  Danielle Langer
Silver Medal of Excellence  Chelsea N. Alves
Dean’s Leadership Award  Casey Aivano
Dean’s Leadership Award  Danielle Langer
Outstanding Capstone Award  Rebecca Norris
Outstanding Capstone Award  Danielle Langer
Outstanding Clinical Skills Award  Erin Shea
# Undergraduate Academic Awards

## College of Arts & Sciences

### Art & Design
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Ashley Samantha Vargas
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: Danielle Marie Neville

### Biochemistry
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Daniel Michael O’Connor
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: Michael Antonio Araujo

### Biology
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Matthew Joseph Lavallee
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: Kelsy Mae Hopkins

### Chemistry
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Alexandra Annette Barrere

### Communication Studies
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Neil James Grasso
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: Gina Elizabeth D’Amico

### Criminal Justice
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Lindsey Patricia Gill
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: Floreese Martinez

### English
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Kristina Rimmel
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: Jessica Hope Matthews

### General Studies
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Mark A. Gurlaiacci
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: Mary Louise Neamonitis

### Global Studies
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Chad Hunter Pierson
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: NaCyla Tyce Wiley

### History
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Emily Christina Singleton
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: Ryan Michael Hart

### Mathematics
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Lauren Amber Bolcar
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: Stephen Samuel Clarke

### Media Arts
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Sarah Elizabeth Possenti
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: Gina Elizabeth D’Amico

### Molecular & Cellular Biology
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Stephanie Ann Castagliuolo
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: Nicole Ann Longo

### Neuroscience
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Rianna Katherine McNamee
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: Ashley Fay Penczyzn

### Philosophy
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Laila McGeorge
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: Victoria Lynn Delphia

### Political Science
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Kaylee Elizabeth Hale
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: Rian Joseph Welch

### Psychology
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Adriana Marie Forcucci
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: Iva Nikolina Barun

### Social Work
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Alicia Alexandra Curtis
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: Paul Mastrony

### Sociology
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Maya Nohemi Keller Benyasacov
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: Michael Edward Plunkett

### Theatre Arts
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Victoria Marie Vacca
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: Jacob Curtis Doble

### Theology and Religious Studies
- **Gold Medal of Excellence**: Christine Jeanette Pelfrey
- **Silver Medal of Excellence**: Christopher Edward Quigley
ACCOUNTING
Gold Medal of Excellence  David Keegan Wall
Silver Medal of Excellence  Kristin Marie Lasance

BUSINESS ECONOMICS
Gold Medal of Excellence  Robert G. McGeary
Silver Medal of Excellence  Lauren Joan Lyver

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Stephen Samuel Clarke
Silver Medal of Excellence  Nathaniel Reese Fleming

FINANCE
Gold Medal of Excellence  Trevor James Godston
Silver Medal of Excellence  Christina Roxanne Magliocco

MANAGEMENT
Gold Medal of Excellence  Jessica Taylor O’Brien
Silver Medal of Excellence  Nicole Kalie Woznyk

MARKETING
Gold Medal of Excellence  Carolyn Joanne Lisboa
Silver Medal of Excellence  Adrianna Marie Barsa

SPORT MANAGEMENT
Gold Medal of Excellence  Alexander Frank Lauber
Silver Medal of Excellence  Logan Jay LaRochelle

ATHLETIC TRAINING
Gold Medal of Excellence  Kirsten Juliana Cunha
Silver Medal of Excellence  Jillian Rae Picard-Busky

EXERCISE SCIENCE
Gold Medal of Excellence  Katelyn Marie Christian
Silver Medal of Excellence  Rachel Margaret Major

HEALTH SCIENCE
Gold Medal of Excellence  Victoria R. Boughton
Silver Medal of Excellence  Julia R Hornyak

DR. SUSAN L. DAVIS, R.N., & RICHARD J.
HENLEY COLLEGE OF NURSING
NURSING FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREE
Gold Medal of Excellence  Lauren Nicole Lemieux
Silver Medal of Excellence  Casey Louise Rioux

NURSING RN TO BSN
Gold Medal of Excellence  Nicholas Theodoseau
Silver Medal of Excellence  Trudy Ellen DeVivo

ST. VINCENT’S COLLEGE
RADIOGRAPHY
Gold Medal of Excellence  Caroline Vaz Dos Reis
Silver Medal of Excellence  Megan Ashley Halloran
HONOR SOCIETIES

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES

Alpha Epsilon Delta
The Health Professional Honor Society
UNDERGRADUATES
Nicole Chickara
Hailey Sanda Clark
Layla Mary Galavotti
Chrysoula Stavroula
Georgioudakis
Luciana Ava Gizzo
Kelsy Mae Hopkins
Alexandra Incontro
Brianna Marie McInerney
Christina Marie Noto
Giavanna Nicole Pagnotta
Tessa Peredy
Megan Riana Sheridan
Amanda Marie Witkowski
Alexandra Wyluda

Rian Joseph Welch
Amanda Marie Witkowski
Jillian Taylor Wroth

Lambda Pi Eta National Communication Association Honor Society
UNDERGRADUATES
Caroline Bailey Bolletino
Sidney Chotheesa
Bryana Alexis Cielo
Erica Elizabeth Condon
Krista M. Costanza
Gina Elizabeth D’Amico
Olima DiGirolamo
Amanda Elizabeth de Lauzon
Jacob Curtis Doble
Mayte Figueroa-Camilo
Abigail Lorraine Frisoli
Leela Rose Galluccio
Neil James Grasso
Laura Catherine Green
Hannah Rose Jones
Christopher Raymond Kattak
Matthew John Kreckie
Julie Elizabeth Mercuro
Danielle Marie Neville
Deanna Marie Nicolo
Katelyn Mary Rose Norkowski
Nicholas Pandolfo
Andrew Patino
Augustus G. Pfisterer
Allison Plezia
Sarah Elizabeth Possenti
Gabriella Ruvo

Lambda Pi Eta
National Communication Association Honor Society
UNDERGRADUATES
Cassidy Rose Baldauf
Brendan Ly Benitez
Alexa Cynthia Camacho
Stephanie Ann Castagliuolo
Nicole Chickara
Jessica Patricia Cucio
Layla Mary Galavotti
Luciana Ava Gizzo
Danielle Brianna Heady
Christina James
Matthew Joseph Lavallee
Rianna Katherine McNamee
Benjamin John Miller
Katherine Rose Napoli
Tessa Peredy
Kathleen Elizabeth Quinn
Carlly Elizabeth Rondeau
Jennifer Rose Tatnall
Amanda Marie Witkowski
Alexandra Wyluda

Delta Epsilon Sigma
National Scholastic Honor Society
UNDERGRADUATES
Jennifer Margaret Bailey
Jacquelyn Ann Balacki
Jennie Marie Boisvert
Lauren Amber Boicar
Kolbie Marie Brenner
Kaelleigh Brislin
Margaret Ann Buynak
Sidney Chotheesa
Alana Maria Corrente
Emma Jean Costello
Gianna Marie DeAngelis
Elisa Victoria DeSousa
Kristina DiNardo
Kaitlin Clements Gallagher
Angela Marie Giulianite
Elizabeth Grosso
Megan Jacques
Aubrey May Keplin
Lauren Nicole Lemieux
Katelyn Mary Rose Norkowski
Tessa Peredy
Allison Plezia
Brendan Christopher Rooney
Keira Clare Tobia
Ashley Samantha Vargas
Kelly Lyn King
Jamie Mascolo
Theresa Mazzuca
Darlyne Milord
Alexza J. Santiago
Deanna Marie Scalzo
Stachakay Silvera
Janelle Rene Turley
Grace Kathleen Turso
Bethany Marie Ty
Maylene Vidro
Rachel Mariana Vogt
Brittany Anne Welkes
Lana Zakhour

Phi Alpha
National Honor Society

GRADUATES
Shermaine Alston
Stacy Andrews
Amber Baker
Wendy M. Cassel
Maria Carolina Figueroa
Miranda Elizabeth Fuller
Lissette Garcia
Cindy Jimenez
Kimberlyn Caroline Kenney

HONOR SOCIETIES

Alpha Kappa Delta
International Sociology Honor Society
UNDERGRADUATES
Maya Nohemi Keller
Benyaacov

Alpha Phi Sigma
National Criminal Justice Honor Society
GRADUATES
Erica Leigh Boccuzzi
Melanie Carpanzano
Jasmine Cymone Hall
Alyssa Anne Klassert
David Richard Orr
Eric W. Trickett

UNDERGRADUATES
Jake Ralph Alton
Giuseppe Augustino
Boccanfuso III
Bethany Wells Catlin
Donejiah Fuller
Anna Eftherpe Kazis
Floreese Martinez
John Gabriel Santiago
Joshua Matthew Sokol

Delta Epsilon Sigma
National Scholastic Honor Society
UNDERGRADUATES
Jennifer Margaret Bailey
Jacquelyn Ann Balacki
Jennie Marie Boisvert
Lauren Amber Boicar
Kolbie Marie Brenner
Kaelleigh Brislin
Margaret Ann Buynak
Sidney Chotheesa
Alana Maria Corrente
Emma Jean Costello
Gianna Marie DeAngelis
Elisa Victoria DeSousa
Kristina DiNardo
Kaitlin Clements Gallagher
Angela Marie Giulianite
Elizabeth Grosso
Megan Jacques
Aubrey May Keplin
Lauren Nicole Lemieux
Katelyn Mary Rose Norkowski
Tessa Peredy
Allison Plezia
Brendan Christopher Rooney
Keira Clare Tobia
Ashley Samantha Vargas

Phi Alpha Theta
National History Honor Society

GRADUATES
Olivia Lee Hagopian
Ryan Michael Hart
Reed Keller
Andrea Maureen Matyszeski
Marianna Georgia Rauchfuss
Emily Christina Singleton
Danielle L. Veronie

Phi Sigma Iota
International Foreign Language Honor Society
GRADUATES
Erica Leigh Boccuzzi
Rosanna Raffaela Furano
Hayden Michael Garrybrant
Gloria Maganda Perkins
Jessica Ellen Rice

Lambda Pi Eta
National Communication Association Honor Society
UNDERGRADUATES
Caroline Bailey Bolletino
Sidney Chotheesa
Bryana Alexis Cielo
Erica Elizabeth Condon
Krista M. Costanza
Gina Elizabeth D’Amico
Olima DiGirolamo
Amanda Elizabeth de Lauzon
Jacob Curtis Doble
Mayte Figueroa-Camilo
Abigail Lorraine Frisoli
Leela Rose Galluccio
Neil James Grasso
Laura Catherine Green
Hannah Rose Jones
Christopher Raymond Kattak
Matthew John Kreckie
Julie Elizabeth Mercuro
Danielle Marie Neville
Deanna Marie Nicolo
Katelyn Mary Rose Norkowski
Nicholas Pandolfo
Andrew Patino
Augustus G. Pfisterer
Allison Plezia
Sarah Elizabeth Possenti
Gabriella Ruvo

Omega Epsilon Delta
The Health Professional Honor Society
UNDERGRADUATES
Nicole Chickara
Hailey Sanda Clark
Layla Mary Galavotti
Chrysoula Stavroula
Georgioudakis
Luciana Ava Gizzo
Kelsy Mae Hopkins
Alexandra Incontro
Brianna Marie McInerney
Christina Marie Noto
Giavanna Nicole Pagnotta
Tessa Peredy
Megan Riana Sheridan
Amanda Marie Witkowski
Alexandra Wyluda

Delta Epsilon Sigma
National Scholastic Honor Society
UNDERGRADUATES
Jennifer Margaret Bailey
Jacquelyn Ann Balacki
Jennie Marie Boisvert
Lauren Amber Boicar
Kolbie Marie Brenner
Kaelleigh Brislin
Margaret Ann Buynak
Sidney Chotheesa
Alana Maria Corrente
Emma Jean Costello
Gianna Marie DeAngelis
Elisa Victoria DeSousa
Kristina DiNardo
Kaitlin Clements Gallagher
Angela Marie Giulianite
Elizabeth Grosso
Megan Jacques
Aubrey May Keplin
Lauren Nicole Lemieux
Katelyn Mary Rose Norkowski
Tessa Peredy
Allison Plezia
Brendan Christopher Rooney
Keira Clare Tobia
Ashley Samantha Vargas
Kelly Lyn King
Jamie Mascolo
Theresa Mazzuca
Darlyne Milord
Alexza J. Santiago
Deanna Marie Scalzo
Stachakay Silvera
Janelle Rene Turley
Grace Kathleen Turso
Bethany Marie Ty
Maylene Vidro
Rachel Mariana Vogt
Brittany Anne Welkes
Lana Zakhour

Phi Alpha
National Honor Society

GRADUATES
Olivia Lee Hagopian
Ryan Michael Hart
Reed Keller
Andrea Maureen Matyszeski
Marianna Georgia Rauchfuss
Emily Christina Singleton
Danielle L. Veronie

Phi Sigma Iota
International Foreign Language Honor Society
GRADUATES
Erica Leigh Boccuzzi
Rosanna Raffaela Furano
Hayden Michael Garrybrant
Gloria Maganda Perkins
Jessica Ellen Rice

Rian Joseph Welch
Amanda Marie Witkowski
Jillian Taylor Wroth

Lambda Pi Eta National Communication Association Honor Society
UNDERGRADUATES
Caroline Bailey Bolletino
Sidney Chotheesa
Bryana Alexis Cielo
Erica Elizabeth Condon
Krista M. Costanza
Gina Elizabeth D’Amico
Olima DiGirolamo
Amanda Elizabeth de Lauzon
Jacob Curtis Doble
Mayte Figueroa-Camilo
Abigail Lorraine Frisoli
Leela Rose Galluccio
Neil James Grasso
Laura Catherine Green
Hannah Rose Jones
Christopher Raymond Kattak
Matthew John Kreckie
Julie Elizabeth Mercuro
Danielle Marie Neville
Deanna Marie Nicolo
Katelyn Mary Rose Norkowski
Nicholas Pandolfo
Andrew Patino
Augustus G. Pfisterer
Allison Plezia
Sarah Elizabeth Possenti
Gabriella Ruvo

Omega Epsilon Delta
The Health Professional Honor Society
UNDERGRADUATES
Nicole Chickara
Hailey Sanda Clark
Layla Mary Galavotti
Chrysoula Stavroula
Georgioudakis
Luciana Ava Gizzo
Kelsy Mae Hopkins
Alexandra Incontro
Brianna Marie McInerney
Christina Marie Noto
Giavanna Nicole Pagnotta
Tessa Peredy
Megan Riana Sheridan
Amanda Marie Witkowski
Alexandra Wyluda

Delta Epsilon Sigma
National Scholastic Honor Society
UNDERGRADUATES
Jennifer Margaret Bailey
Jacquelyn Ann Balacki
Jennie Marie Boisvert
Lauren Amber Boicar
Kolbie Marie Brenner
Kaelleigh Brislin
Margaret Ann Buynak
Sidney Chotheesa
Alana Maria Corrente
Emma Jean Costello
Gianna Marie DeAngelis
Elisa Victoria DeSousa
Kristina DiNardo
Kaitlin Clements Gallagher
Angela Marie Giulianite
Elizabeth Grosso
Megan Jacques
Aubrey May Keplin
Lauren Nicole Lemieux
Katelyn Mary Rose Norkowski
Tessa Peredy
Allison Plezia
Brendan Christopher Rooney
Keira Clare Tobia
Ashley Samantha Vargas
Kelly Lyn King
Jamie Mascolo
Theresa Mazzuca
Darlyne Milord
Alexza J. Santiago
Deanna Marie Scalzo
Stachakay Silvera
Janelle Rene Turley
Grace Kathleen Turso
Bethany Marie Ty
Maylene Vidro
Rachel Mariana Vogt
Brittany Anne Welkes
Lana Zakhour

Phi Alpha
National Honor Society

GRADUATES
Olivia Lee Hagopian
Ryan Michael Hart
Reed Keller
Andrea Maureen Matyszeski
Marianna Georgia Rauchfuss
Emily Christina Singleton
Danielle L. Veronie

Phi Sigma Iota
International Foreign Language Honor Society
GRADUATES
Erica Leigh Boccuzzi
Rosanna Raffaela Furano
Hayden Michael Garrybrant
Gloria Maganda Perkins
Jessica Ellen Rice
Matthew Paul Reis
Elisa Sant'Ana Oliveira Silva
Anthony Joseph Smith
Georgia Rose Viggiano
Olivia Mae Weiss

COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

Phi Theta Epsilon
The American Occupational Therapy Foundation Honor Society

GRADUATES
Matthew Thomas Walsh
Melissa Anne Peet
Rebecca Marie Hinckley

DR. SUSAN L. DAVIS, R.N., & RICHARD J. HENLEY COLLEGE OF NURSING

Sigma Theta Tau
International Honor Society of Nursing

DOCTORATES
Andrea Rae Busby
Lauren Ketsia Gripp
Karlene Rebecca Katz
Katherine Miciak
Anaica K. Quao
Christine Quill
Jean-A’Layn Segalla
Kayla Ann Varga
Stephanie Zhu

GRADUATES
Casey Aivano
Chelsea N. Alves
Nicole Angradi
Rya Marie Bennett
Bridgette Lynn Bochner
Michelle Haas Bormick
Daryn Elise Brauner
Sarah Kathryn Broughel
Sandra W Brown

Claire Christina
Laura M. Cronan
Taylor Donaldson
Katherine Dostal
Janice Renta Flynn
Sara Ksenzak Halperin
Ashley Rowe Hatch
Danielle Langer
Sherri McGinley
Kayla Mercer
Rebecca Norris
Jennifer Lynn Reynolds
Ericka Monique Rivera
Urseldra Lynquelle Samed
Kristie E. Sears
Linette Marie Stefanatos
Jessie Morgan Udeen
Jessica Lynn Valla
Nicole Louise Waller
Sandor Lorimer McLaren
Wright

UNDERGRADUATES
Allison Lynn Bertolozzi
Corey Marie Bodak
Kolbie Marie Brenner
Kayla Josephine Buffalo
Margaret Ann Buynak
Erica Sue Cardinuto
Alana Maria Corrente
Ashley Morgan Doyle
Victoria Maria Gajewski
Angela Marie Giulianti
Jason Eric Kirchick
Lauren Nicole Lemieux
Olivia Marie Lyon
McKenna Renee Mera
Fiona Marie Molloy

Caroline Rose Murray
Casey Louise Rioux
Dawn Marie Silano
Lauren Elizabeth Somers
Marissa Paula Sornoza
Jessica Rose Wagner

ST. VINCENT’S COLLEGE

Phi Theta Kappa
International Honor Society

Cynthia Lisa Accousti
Clayton John Allison
Adelicia Iris Beltz
Mariah C. Hudson
Jeffery Mandeville
Lisa Elaine Mazzadra
Renee Christine Metcalf
Ricardo Mosquera
Erin E. Murphy
Krystel L. Pabey
Allison Kazue Riggs
Sarwat Roomi
Michal Sobotka
Lauren Marie Violette
Christianne Zito
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
GRADUATE STUDENTS

JACK WELCH COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY

Doctor of Business Administration
Kerry Lynn Calnan
Charles Todd Fagan
Tiffany Burns Ghlerone
Thomas Nicholas Kushner
Alexander Nti
Stephen Prescod
Ross Anthony Riskin
Teresa Starzecki
Georginus Ejiofor Ugwu

Doctor of Physical Therapy
Taylor Ann Alves
Nicole Antista
Christian Arias Londono
Peter Matthew Armetta
Monica Lee Arigo
Soleil Aimee Avena
Mandy Jo Baniszewski
Sarah Cahill Bent
Eric Edward Bialczak
Jessica Marie Buescher
Brittany M. Buckley
Kylie Calandra
Mary Cristina Cantwell
Julia MacKenzie Cassidy
Brittany Lynn Coppola
Sean Cronan
Kathleen Davis
Olivia Rose DeFalbitis
Ashley Morgan Demers
Andrew Allan Dill
Samantha Lynn DiRosa
Christopher Droesch
Ashley Lynn Fedor
Kelsey Foster
Christina Annamaria Fratto
Jennifer Marie Fryant
Connor J. Games
Michael George Giambrone
Jennifer Reynolds Hahne
Meghan Ann Hesketh
Rebecca Marie Hinckley
Kaylah Viray Hoffman
Victoria Carmela Huth
Alyssa Christine Ingmanson
Andrew Kalach
Michael David Lopes

ISABELLE FARRINGTON COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Certificate of Advanced Studies–Administration
Thomas Agosto
Katie M. Amenta
Sara Elizabeth Anderson
Richard M. Arroyo
Amanda Marie Avery
Christopher Ryan Bailey
Jessica Bedosky
Kristy A. Beilbahi
Adam Bender
Lauren Cassen Bergner
Emily Anne Bernard
Ryan Anthony Brown
Christopher Nelson Buckley
Adriana Erminia Cerasani
Carrie Lynn Chiappetta
Timothy J. Chiaverini
Dawn Marie S. Conroy
Julie D’Agostino-Corden
Marielle Ann Dalton
Robson Augusto de Andrade, Jr.
Marcella Incoronata DeCarlo
Kristin L. DeLea
Erin J. Doran
Brittany L. Ducran
Kileen J. Dzavitz
Kristen Louise Elliott
Christine Lynn English
Catherine M. Fagan
Jessica L. Fitch
Kathleen A. Flax
Rebecca M. Fontaine
Cynthia A. Ford
Leslie Ford
Annmarie Byrnes Galgano
Pamela Nastu Garrett
Jason Greasley
Emily Anne Griffin
Elizabeth K. Hanlon
Colleen E. Hardison
John W. Harvey
Krystal Marie Hill
Jeremie David Hittenmark
Patsy Horan
Chad Elliott Johnson
Angela Joyce
Daniel Katz
Michael Thomas Kulak
Jack Labarca
Tammy M. Laferriere
Christopher J. Landry
Tracy A. Lopez
Andra L. Lucas
Manuel Christopher MacDonald
Emily A. Macione
Matthew John Madruga
Maegen R. Manning
Melissa Lynn Manning
Heidi Lynn North Matczak
Elyse Katherine Allard Mcateer
Mary K. McCarthy
Peter G. McCasland
Michael F. McNamara
Jennifer Mengold
Michelle L. Middleton
Sara Minotti
Jessica Leigh Moriarty
Dana L. Mutch
Jeffrey Napoli
Amanda Ann Navarra
Jessica Nemeth
Iris Margarita Ortiz-Sanchez
Abbey Rose Owen
Jacqueline Jean Peck
Penny L. Phipps
Dana Pinckney
Stefan J. Porco
Eerin Quinn
Bari Rabine
Syeta Monique Rhey-Fisher
Todd C. Richmond
Rebecca Rose
Sasha Salem
Sadi Sanchez
Brenna Ashton Santos
Abby Lyn Schildkraut
Michael Searson
Matthew John Sierakowski
Jennifer M. Stack
Thomas St. George
Edward Tartaglia, Jr.
Caroline Mooney Thibadeau
Eric Torres
Barbara-jean A. Toth
Daniel J. Vanasse
Jennifer L. Zotti

Certificate of Advanced Studies–Literacy
Stacey Bianco
Marisa Bloch
Brenda J. Borrelli
Thomas James Broderick
Megan Amanda Brulotte
Natalie Anne Ciancetta
Robert Devine
Clayton Paul Eles
Ashley Favello
Alicia Ann Garatska
Elizabeth Ann Hageney
Sydney Margaret Hyatt
Katherine Laffiff
Melissa A. Parker
Amy Tarini
Nicole R. Turgeon
Kristen Rowe Worzel

Certificate of Advanced Studies–Teaching
Courtney L. Sobanski

C O L L E G E  O F  A R T S  &  S C I E N C E S

Master of Science
Chemistry
Abdulh Alsubai
Abdulmajeed Alsulami
Olivia Anderson
Sai Krishna Doddii
Douglas Fleischmann
Zeyad Gadalla
Bethany Kalach
Trupti Jayprakash Patel
Rebecca G. Roper
Poojitha Sammeta
June Sidor
Andrea Natalie Tsau
Robert Bruce Yozzo

Master of Arts
Film & Television Production
Max Kelvin Arzu
Jasmine Bowman
Tiz Fung Cheung
(John York Pierre)
Larissa Cole
Ty Collige
John Gangi
Mirel Gonzalez
Alec Michael Gutierrez
Michael Hemenway
Nyle Prince Higgs
Brian Hogan
Lawdy Luctama
Nina N. Miglio
Brad Michael Negrotto
Allie Lauren O’Brien
Oghenghaloine Adeiza Odiedi
Omara A. Olok
Jorge Dario Ortiz
Deanna Marie Pedone
Connor Joseph Rog
Abigaile Sands
Tyler David Stirling
Kenneth G. Thompson, Jr.
Julian Sam Tizian
Wyseleen Valcourt
Ebony Lanai Washington
Qiona Teresa Woffard

Master of Arts
Broadcast Journalism and Media Production
Feras Ghassan G. Almadani
Kendall Joshua William Clark
Lindsay Marie Grant
Michael Lotito
Ashley Mims
Eddie Spencer Rivera, Jr.
Anuschka Robinson
Priscilla Rebeca Serrano
Angelica Trejo
Monika Izabela Zachara

Master of Arts
Communication
Ibraheem Adebano
Maria Douich
Sean Elliott

Master of Arts
Film & Television Production
Jasmine Bowman
Matthew Braun
Sara Gardner
Melissa Ruzicki
Alexandra Leigh Speyer Bacher

Master of Fine Arts
Film & Television Production
Franco Micheo
Brooke Miller
Peter C. Paguaga
Samuel Jerad James Pierce
Nilanda Sutummaalee
Michael Chris Theophil
Andrew Stuart Thomson
Andrew Stephen Touhey
Nicholas Troiano
Steven Wasserman

Master of Arts
Strategic Communication and Public Relations
Dorcus Osei-Agyeman
Fallon Nicole Bevino
John Michael Cerretani
Constance Michelle Cuccurese
Katie Elizabeth D’Alessandro
Sarah Lauren Diamond
Kateyn Ann Drew
Stefanie Marie Ellsworth
Ashley Quinn Fazzino
Kristin Michelle Fincken
Morgan Jane Ford
Patricia Kay Gubiotti
Jonathan D. Hallama
John Michael Jarecki
Emily Ann Johnson
Meghan Kelly
Kevin Leon
Patrick Martin Moran
Charlyn Marie Paradis
Heather Ruth Peteurreca
Anas Ghanem A. Shafi
Kevin G. Slater
Melissa Tamayo
Megan Marie Telford
Madison Page Zammarelli

Master of Arts
Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Sherine Collins
Rachel Lynn Denner
Christopher Grant Dobson
Rachel Christina Falbo
Chelsea Feola
Nicolin Annakay Goodin
Nikolas James Kakaletis
Melissa Parkes
Sadie Elizabeth Pavao
Kevin Louis Sayour
Stephanie Kenny Smarth
Monique Melanie Torres
Samantha Reeve Trott
Jasmine Maria Villegas

Master of Science
Criminal Justice
Nicole Marie Bazalar
Erica Leigh Bocuzzi
Melanie Carpanzano
Marissa Danielle Gallante
Edward John Grancagnolo, III
Jasmine Cymone Hall
Meghan Kendall
Alyssa Anne Klassert
Asande Lewis
Victoria Lucia Lisi
Christian Michael Lodolce
Emily Rose Lomi
Kelsey Quinn Mulhere
David Richard Orr
Bradford Tieman
Eric W. Trickett

Master of Science
Applied Psychology
Lucinda Avila
Jessica Benton
Hannah Elizabeth Bromfield
Jillian Bull
Jaime Rafael Bustamante
Naomi Ar Snow-Cahill
Nicole Castagna
Lindsay T. Cutler
Kelcey Lynn Delano
Diana Cordeiro Fitsimons
Benjamin Ford
Shannon Hardman
Gregory E. Hein
Ashley Nicole Hickey
Christopher Jordan
Jennifer Angelique LaFountain
Mariachesa A. Legendre
Donna Lombardi
Angela Maria Mancipe
Marie-Helena Ngabouli Mekolo
Sherri Lin Middleton
LaKeya Viola Miller
Georgia Morrison
Hernan Giovanni Navarrete
Teresa Olsen
Stephanie Jane Olson
Sarah Nicole Perrott
Lauren Marie Ramos
Deana Santoro-Dillon
Lisa Noelle Schacter
Rebecca Angela Solis
Lowell Stonecipher
Angela Lee Templeton
Christina Marie Whitaker
Latoya Williams

Master of Science
Media Literacy and Digital Culture
Jeanette D. Dowling
Kristin Grace Joyce
Tyler Elizabeth Welch

Master of Science
Sport Communication and Media
Victoria Balarezo
Lauren Elizabeth Baker
Miranda Celeste Branco
Camila Alejandra Cayere Díaz
Cameron Patrick Cronin
Andrew Crookos
Robert Devanna
Felipe Diessen
Alexander Nicholas Enescu
Aaron Gaberman
Rose Helen Hadsell
Robert G. Heinemann
Tyler Wakefield Hill
Christian James Lafragola
Brooke Lynne Leshin
Kathleen LeVander
Jean Edwige Louis
James Magone

Master of Science
Psychology
Billard McElroy
Luz Elena Medrano
Monique Guzman
Cristina LaLanne
Samantha M. Larios
Kristen Michelle Loy
Ivy Northey
Jasmine C. O’Donnell
Catherine R. Pagan
Mohammed A. Qasim
Annalee A. Romes
Brian Samuel Rushing
DaisaUi K. Scoville
Jasmin R. Smith
Nicole J. Song
Hannah M. Truex
Laura E. Vosley-Lavigne
Samantha Doyle
Mark A. Smith
Arianna A. Thorne
Christina S. West
Cynthia J. Welch
Elias G. Xawery
Ferne S. Yost

Master of Science
Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Sherine Collins
Rachel Lynn Denner
Christopher Grant Dobson
Rachel Christina Falbo
Chelsea Feola
Nicolin Annakay Goodin
Nikolas James Kakaletis
Melissa Parkes
Sadie Elizabeth Pavao
Kevin Louis Sayour
Stephanie Kenny Smarth
Monique Melanie Torres
Samantha Reeve Trott
Jasmine Maria Villegas
Master of Public Administration
Susan J. Agamy
Gabriel Alexander Ashwood
Nicol Demae Ayers
Cheryl Gall
Cedric Clinton Lawrence
Sean Michael McKenney
Monica Quesada
Christopher Brady Reilly
Carolyn Trabuco
Sarah M. Wolcheski

Master of Social Work
Sherrime Alston
Stacy Andrews
Abigail Bailey
Amber Baker
Alexandra Teresa Barroso
Wendy M. Cassel
Reene Castellan
Katie-Ann Marie Cervone
Priscella Peta-Gaye Clarke
Nicole Catherine Couse
Crystal Marie Cooley
Jenna Dececcchi
Kelly Dougherty
Crystin Summer Engram
Maria Carolina Figueroa
Kelsey Flynn
Catherine Fournier
Miranda Elizabeth Fuller
Jenni-Lynn Mae Fuoco
Christopher Fusco
Francesca Simone Galeazzi
Bryan Garcia
Lisette Garcia
Meghan Cathleen Gascoigne
Deionisio Patrick Granata
Kori Ellen Hames
Nureth Alicia Heslop
Cindy Jimenez
Betrie Joseph
Salaha Kabir
Kimberlyn Caroline Kenney
Kelly Lyn King
Catherine Klein
Jessica Katherine Leone
Dominique Josephine Lippolis
Michelle Martinez
Jamie Mascolo
Tabitha May
Theresa Mazzuca
Rina Maria Medina
Darlyne Milord
Emma Rose Molloy
Benjamin Thomas Moore
Sonia Liliana Morales
Anamilenas Moreno

Bennett Ockun
Catherine O’Grady
Abigail Irene Palmer
Maria Pensoer
Cori Anne Perruzzi
Ana Marissa Rodriguez
Trystan Rodriguez
Paige Mary Salvato
Alexa J. Santiago
Deanna Marie Scalzo
Michelle Taylor Lynn Schleich
Stachakay Silvera
Waltenia S. Sloan
Michelle Felicia Walker
Nicole Symonovich
Katie Renee Tomlinson
Janelle Rene Turley
Christine Tumure
Grace Kathleen Turso
Bethany Marie Ty
Maylene Vidro
Erln Vincent
Rachel Mariana Vogt
Wesiona Donyetta Walker
Desiree Waters
Brittany Anne Welkes
Lana Zakhour

Jack Welch College of Business & Technology

Master of Science Accounting
Denis Paul Alevis, Jr.
Teresa Angelastro
Sheboy Antonino
Rebecca Danielle Armand
Sean Matthew Boulay
Annika Helene Castaneda
Tyler Chen
Devin Paul Edward Cleary
Taylor Margaret Connors
Michelle Lenore DeLeon
Brianna Frances Duff
Ralph Jacob Frasca
Carolina Mercedes Guerrero
Diandra Leticia Henry
Nicholas Ianni
Kyle Arthur Albert
Brandon Mark Levesque
Stephanie Marie Mangiameli
Melissa Rose Martin
Liam Mark McDade
Bianca Ann Melillo
Lauren Ann Middlemass
Michelle Therese Moor
James Morris
Virginia Ann Mulvey
Joseph Frank Nestola, Jr.
Maria V. Ogundolani
Victoria Petro
Lauren Elizabeth Petrozzi
Benjamin Romeo
Gabriella Nicole Savino
Taylor Rose Smyth
Thomas James Taranto
Vincent John Tummarello, III
Samantha Angela Tus
Daniel John Wilen
Kimberly Vaca

Master of Business Administration
Ahmed Awadh M. Alqahtani
Martin Anderson
Corrine Jean Andrade
Diogo Santos Antunes
Kyle R. Arndt
Moriah Tyler Bass
Meakara Bou
Nicholas Alan Bourque
Aaron Vincent Briggs
Jerry Lee Brown, Jr.
Kelly Ann Burystynski
Dante Santo Cardone
Nicholas Patrick Carnesale
Jason Cassella
Alexandra Angel Ceberio
Damian Lamont Cherry, Jr
Gerard James Daly
Morgan Lynne Daniels
Katia Dillon
Kimberly Dineen
Adiel Isai Dominguez Rivera
Richard Joseph Falcone, Jr.
Connor Thomas Finn
Amarilys Franky
Clarence Freycinet
Kristella Garcia
Maria Gazdik
Patrick Allen Gilbert
Jill Palatucci Grant
Daniel Grimaldi
Michael Victor Guesdes-Dias
Courtney Headley
Nancy T. Hepensteil
Stephanie Hill
Robert Joyce
Andrew Kabelis
Sean T. Kaschak
Caillen Kelahe
Sherylo Anne Knable
Landon Michael Kramer
Joseph Vincent Leo
Jake Dean Lindahl
Savannah Marie Lobo
Charles Austin Mack
Margaret Maran
Vanessa Pio Marques
Kevin Anthony Mathews
Sean McBride
Courtney Paige McHenry
Jordan Alexander Meachum
Corey Mears
Melissa Mendoza
Oltjona Mgushi
Carolina Monteiro Ribeiro
de Lima
Christopher R. Morin
Christian Morrone
Allyson Rachel Murphy
Mark Anita Mustafa
Charles Niznansky
Brianna Marie Panisicotti
Anthony Amede Pellerin
Mark Armstrong Phillips
Angel Diane Pickett
Lenny Laert Prespa
Noah Provenzano
Andy Fabian Quito
Emilia Ratte
Ingrid Sophia Rempe
Tucker Ruggiri
Kerri Ann Russell
Shawnique Samuell
Thomas Joseph Scavetta
Christina Illum Scherwin
Brian Anthony Sciotto
Annette Segarra-Negron
Daniela Sikorska
Eric Lee Sippin
Ezra Siyadhuba
Diana Jeanne Spence
Stephanie Trabka
Mary Elizabeth Verneris
Sterlin Victor
Julia Zaslavsky

Master of Science Business Analytics
Taline Ayman Agamy
Mark Andrew Barranger
Daniel S. Babek
Ashley Michele Darling
Natasha Therese Morgan
Jimmy G. West

Master of Science Computer Science & Information Technology
Kelechukwu Isaac Adiele
Shahil Amin
Hitesh Bandreddy
Gurprem Bhullar
Valentina Cantin
David James Conroy
Stephanie Marie Fanelli
Dinesh Gade
Varun Gajula
Sai Kumar Reddy Gangasani
Vikneswaran Govindasamy
Arulmozhki
Kevin Christopher Henri
Daniel Hong
Shubham Jaiswal
Adda Kartikeya
Julia R. Katz
Usman Ahmad Khan
Ravi Teja Koduru
Dakshayani Kolla
Rishav Singh Brijeshyamsingh
Kashatriya
Michael John Lawrence
John Lorusso, III
Noel Mathew
Shravya Minukuri
Ashraf Ali Mohammad
Akilesh Reddy Nukala
Samya Panga
Akshar Bankim Patel
Jaineshkumar Sanjaykumar Patel
Akhil Paturi
Susan Nicole Pawlisen
Meghan E. Polis
Seema Reddy Chitty Reddy
Vamshitha Reddy Rudraram
Christopher John Santorelli
Bhavana Reddy Sidda
Sumit Singh
Akhil Teja Telaprolu
Kevin Patrick Tierney
Sai Srivathsav Tipirneni
Scott Yanoff
Yuri V. Yarytskyy
Sadiq Zaheer

Master of Science
Cybersecurity
Kwame Acheampong
John Albergo
Waad Hamoud Aledainy
Abdullah Farid Alfarraj
Muwaffaq Gharamah Alghamdi
Sultan Aljabri
Abdurrahman Gazi Alotaibi
Majed Alqurashi
Abdullah Al rashidi
Hamdan Alshammari
Abdulmohsen Althagafi
Salem Ali S. Alwadei
Khalid Alzahrani
Omar Baradhi
John Anthony Bucherati
John Matthew Clancy
Zila Clark
Jonathan Richard Cole
Jesse Cash Daniels
Alhussain Nasser Darbi
Shadrack Essilifie
Jamie Elliott Fadley
John Daniel Falcone
Naga Venkata Sai Prakash Goda
Christopher Lantz Lyon
Arte Susan Nkemfor Nnanyi
Tarun Adithyaas Hari Prasad
Ryan Edward Rogers
Anthony Robert Russo
Salhajdeep Singh
Michael Gray Stasiuk
Jerry Chukwu Stephens
Praveenraja Tailuri
Gold Chiburuomo Wejinya
Eric Willenbrook
Alexander J. Wood
Kevin Catale
Meet Krishan Chaudhary
Chetan Ramesh Chavda
Christopher John Francis Cornell
Jason Andrew Cotton
Colette Elisabeth Craig
Nicholas Curina
Jody Lee DiCicco
Brendan Kevin Foley
Alisha Nicole Giordano
Madison Noel Harris
Connor Bryant Hartgraves
David Henry, Jr.
Ashley M. Klem
Dane Ethan Krchnavy
Somesh Mukherjee
Christopher O’Briskie
Alexander Thomas Piselli
Joyce Proano
Daniel Zachary Robushi
Peter Roessell
Michael Sanzo
Manu Rajesh T.L.
Brent James Teller
Irina Thorne
Yunjun Tong
Gonzalo Ubaldo
Stephanie Villafana
Isaiah Christopher Walters
Emerson Waumans

Master of Science
Digital Marketing
Ayman Salah Abdelmawla
Falguni Aggarwal
Shayim Faihan Alanazi
Abdulrahman Alnour
Jamal Khaled Atif
Gina Marie Gramarossa
Andrew P. Kalaigian
Michael James Kearns
Kelly Marie Linskey
Autumn Marshall
Nicholas Tyler McDermott
Pratisha Mishra
Courtney Patterson
Tucker James Rast
Victoria Lynn Rosa-Garcia
Saindhavee Sharma
Arpit Soni

Master of Science
Finance and Investment Management
Sarah Elizabeth Ahlberg
Daniel K. Akakpo
Praval Reddy Akapati
Emad Bazaied
Sean Burke

ISABELLE FARRINGTON
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Master of Arts Teaching
Dina E. Addorisio
Jason Altiere
Taylor Nicole Anderle
Patricia Anen
William C. Barber
Chloe Bartlett
Mark P. Bartomelii
Rebecca Antonia Bedosky
Alyssa Marie Benedetto
Danielle Marie Bergh
Elisabeth Rose Bivona
Jacquelyn Lee Blanco
Meghan Elizabeth Bossone
Kendall Claude Bourbon
Megan Bowlin
Shane Michael Brady
Lauri Brethauer
Arianna Marie Bruno
Kayla Marie Bueno
Erik Elizabeth Bullen
Sarah Elizabeth Burton
Julia Nicole Caiazzo
Emily Callahan
Victoria Caputo
Bryna Caraballo
Nicholas R. Carson
Sarah Ashley Castleberry
Nicholas Celestino
Jessica M. Charron
Sheila Marie Chimento
Kayla Ann Chuba
Walker Thomas Cook
Robert Matthew Costigan, III
Jacquelin A.B. Crouse
Erin Marie Curley
Joseph Cyr
Melissa S. DelFarno
Brian Delmonico
Reese Montgomery Denu
Matthew DePaolo
Allison Celine Devine
Makenna DiGuilio
Rachael J. Di Lauro
Megan M. Dobrolet
Julia E. Doherty
Farzana Karim Dosani
Sean Patrick Dowling
Nicole E. Duquette
Austin George Ekstrom
Casandra Marie Eldredge
Zoe Isabella Eliaides
Kristy M. Elliott
Kristina Marie Esposito
Sarah Farragut
Megan Elizabeth Ferraro
Deanna Marie Foder
Marissa Shannon Fontaine
Rachel L. Fox
Rosanna Raffaela Furano
Amixaday Garcia
Gregory M. Garosshen
Hayden Michael Garrabrant
Edward Rawson Godfrey, V
Vera Lucia Gonzalez
Maggie Frances Goodwin
Taylor Gowisnook
Allison Grant
Sara Elizabeth Gray
Anastasia Leigh Gussen
William Joseph Hagan
Emily Marie Hague
Lindsay Warner Hall
Andrea Marlene Halliday
Jessica Noelle Haray
Josiah Thomas Hardwick
Alison Marie Heffler
Deanna Horton
Victoria R. Howard
Kelly Howe
Emilee Jezieny
Cariann Johnson
Alexxus Marie Johnson-Miller
Danielle M. Jones
Megan Catherine Keane
Tyler Morgen Keith
Daniel Joseph Kelly
Erik Klaube
Mallory Kopeck
Adam Lacombe
Caitlin Laflerty
Kathleen B. Lahey
Amy Lakatos
Nicole LaRosa
Jenna Rose Larson
Felicia Lynn Lennon
Brandi Lett
Gabriella Morgan Lind
Kirsten Ann Link
Austin Charles Longendyke
Callie Elizabeth Loparo
Adrianna M. Lublin
Adrienne Lorange-Lumpkins
Taylor Paige Lotito
Lauren C. Schwab
Solange Manco
Gerald Jack Matthews
Matt McAloon
Brooke Lynne McCarthy
Erin Marie McCurley
Paige Alyson McKinley
Carly A. Michaels
Haley Elizabeth Milne
Sara Mary Monaghan
Anastasia Monoyos
Justin Morse
Chiara Maria Muratore
Lauren Courtney Murphy
Kristen M. Nowak
Sasha O’Blines
Audrey C. O’Neil
Anthony Brooks Orzo
Kevin James Pacelli
Nora E. Pailie
Swapnita Prabhakar Pawar
Andrew John Perino
Gloria Maganda Perkins
Kate Perri
Alyssa Nicole Pezzella
Enna Marie Rita Pierce
Jacqueline Maria Piscitello
Alexa C. Plante
Noelle Pollard
Alexandra Mary Price
Mikayla LaRue Punsalan
Meredith A. Rapp
Nasir Rashad
Kimberly J. Rasmussen
Kayla Marie Ray
Hannah E. Redstone
Caroline A. Regan
James Hanlon Rennenhan
Hannah Elizabeth Rennie
Liam Reynolds
Sarah Riccio
Jessica Ellen Rice
Sara Catherine Robaczynski
Stacy L. Robbins
Kevin C. Rockwell
Allison R. Rohr
Lindsay M Rourke
Amy Elizabeth Rowe
Ariel Lynn Roy
Maria Salcedo-Drulla
Jeffrey A. Salvatore
Nicole Sarah Sambuco
Vrinda Jeetendra Sant
Donald Lindsey Schmalzing, Jr.
Nicole Angelica Sevey
Sabrina Christine Shaw
Brittany Laurian Shea
Emily Jeane Sheehy
Kailah Antionette Simon
Thomas Simonetti
Mark Frederick Skaff
Monica Smith
Ashlie M. Sobus
Caroline E. Speicher
Emily Lynn Spoto
Hannah Marie Staley
Kelsey Marie Sullivan
Jessica L. Tavernier -Flagg
Mallory Elizabeth Thomas
William Trask
Matthew Untiet
Caroline Thao Valerio
Marcos Velasco
Deanna Rose Vivirito
Alexa Marie Vocalina
Lauren S. Wiseman
Zoe Wollert
Hannah Marie Wood
Jonathan Adam Zajdel
Tyler Christopher Zielinski

Master of Education
Shelby Artkop
Ryan Joseph Blecharczyk
Samantha Braindrical
Lyndsey Bulkley
Adam C. Child
Samantha G. Cholewa
Benjamin Conover
Bonnie Elizabeth DeAngelis
Mary Katherine DeBrisco
Nicole Marie Dolby
Brianne M. Duffy
Shannon Earley
Amy L. Gallagher
Allison Michelle Gallis
Elizabeth Claire Groenstein
Brooke Kristine Hadgraft
Kelly Haines
Shana Alexandra Halsey
Lauren Howard
Rachel Kiley
Emily Marie Latham
Christian A. Lefebvre
Jonathan J. March
Elizabeth Anne McVaney
Jennifer A. Natale
Kenneth Paul Pancoat
Lauren Elizabeth Parker
Robin Marie Perron
Meagan R. Salisbury
Nicole Katherine Schmidt
Skyla L. Seltzer
Meaghan Sollitto
Ronnie Swider
Nina A. Trippett
Harley Lynn Ventura
Cheryl Ann Vieiros
Evan James Whittaker
Katie Woessner

College of Health Professions

Master of Science Exercise Science and Nutrition
William F. DiGiusepppe
Jeanine Joanne Grabowski
Timothy Mallon
Kimberly B. Malmborg

Master of Science Exercise Science and Nutrition
Joshua Bannon
Nicholas Cardano

Master of Science Healthcare Informatics
Emmanuel Bamidele Adeniji
Amani Khalaf M. Altowairiqi
Nikhath Begum
Artiben JasminKumar Bidja
Aldenille Campo
Venkata Hemanth Chebrolu
Natalia M. Chubat
Keri Michelle Dempsey
Romil Shirish Gagliani
Sravani Gurijala
Poojitha Jasti
Mahendar Kagithala
Ashish Kumar Katikaneni
Navjeet Kaur
Sai Kalyan Kartheek
Kondaveeti
Navya Leela Korrapati
Anvesh Madhavaram
Dinesh Reddy Mandalreddy
Asmaa Ali Ibrahim
Mohamed Nofal
Isima Precious Omozusi
Laxmi Prasanna Parakala
Kalpan Kalpeshkumar Patel
Mansi SureshBhai Patel
Siddharth Patel
Sharanya Pathipati
William J. Ramirez
Kristina Salazar
Sai Mani Deepak Vallamsetti
Katlyn Suzannne Van Curler
Sai Parnitha Vanam
Uma Vendrakkadu Krishnan
Divya Venkateshwaran
Akhila Volati

Master of Science Occupational Therapy
Katrina Martins Borges
Jillian Margaret Calton
Michelle Rose Carpin
Sydney Cavalleri
Benito Armando Chacho
Elizabeth Connell
Stephanie Cooney

Marissa Carlson
Christopher John Cofrancesco
Corey Dybas
Meghan Kern
Heta Bharat Mistry
Samantha Rae November
Sarah Elizabeth Poirier
Cory B. Seltman
Yekaterina Sinyagina
Edward Brian Stryffeler
Mathew Lyndon Welch

Heta Bharat Mistry
Samantha Rae November
Sarah Elizabeth Poirier
Cory B. Seltman
Yekaterina Sinyagina
Edward Brian Stryffeler
Mathew Lyndon Welch
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES

Bachelor of Arts
Art and Design
Kaela Brandi
Colin Huvane
Solea Kay
Brittany Kelley
Dominic Frank LaFerlita
Danielle Marie Neville
Also: Media Arts Major
Sarafina Jude Pavlak
Julia Rychynska
Sarah E. Shamatovich
Jare'l Tevon Spellman
Ashley Samantha Vargas

Bachelor of Science
Biology
Cassidy Rose Baldauf
Biology
Bachelor of Science
Ashley Samantha Vargas

Also: Media Arts Major

Also: Management Major

Bachelor of Arts
Communication Studies
Omar Abd
Deanna Marie Arisco
Joanna Grace Beach
Victoria Lynn Bilotta
Caroline Bailey Bollentino
Nicole Marie Bott
Joseph Robert Braun
Colin Wayne Cannata
Dominic J. Caporale
Danielle Marie Cardosa
Erica Elizabeth Condon
Also: Media Arts Major
Ryan Robert Conklin
Erin Elizabeth Cooney
Krista M. Costanza
Gina Elizabeth D’Amico
Also: Media Arts Major
Amanda Elizabeth de Lauzon
Also: Media Arts Major
Olivia DiGirolamo
Kenneth Joseph Ekert
Also: Media Arts Major
Louis Anthony Frey
Also: Media Arts Major
Abigail Lorraine Frisoli
Neil James Grasso
Laura Catherine Green
Hannah Rose Jones
Kayla Marie Kanakry
Also: Media Arts Major
Nicole Ann Longo
Robert Austin McMullin

Bachelor of Science
Molecular & Cellular Biology
Stephanie Ann Castaglìuolo
Nicole Ann Longo
Robert Austin McMullin

Bachelor of Science
Neuroscience
Rianna Katherine McNamee
Ashley Fay Penczynsyn
Kate Rybak

Bachelor of Science
Biochemistry
Nicholas Damiano Fusco
Mark Paul Kling

Bachelor of Science
Chemistry
Omaymah Taher Albarnawi
Alexandra Annette Barrere

Bachelor of Arts
Communication Studies
Abraham Seabrook, III
Gabriella Sorrentino
Also: Sport Management Major
Parker Tuthill
Danielle L. Veronie
Christopher Patrick Walsh
Matthew Joseph Wielk
Michael Wilen
Tara Elizabeth Zanni
Nicole Elizabeth Ziner

Bachelor of Arts
Digital Communications
Peter Joseph Abenante
Andrew William Parry

Bachelor of Arts
Media Arts
Lyle Robin Bennett
Devi Karishma Bridgemoohan
Kristin Burnell
Sidney Choohesa
Bryana Alexis Cielo
Also: Communication
Studies Major
Angelina Dinota
Also: Communication
Studies Major
Christopher Patrick Dolan
Also: Communication
Studies Major
Mayte Figueroa-Camilo
James Patrick FitzGerald
Quinn Garvey
James Christopher Holmes
Matthew John Kreckie
Lauren Julia Lowther
RoseMarie Patricia McKenna
Paxton Edward McLane
MaliQue Moses
Katelyn Mary Rose Norkowski
Allison Plezia
Sarah Elizabeth Possenti
Alexander Joseph Rosen
Jamie Salmorin
Angela Salvatore
Daniel Christopher Wood

Bachelor of Science
Criminal Justice
Jake Ralph Alton
Alessia Lilliana Barbieri
William Joseph Beattie, Jr.
Giuseppe Augustino
Boccanfuso, III
Christopher James Boley
Tyffany Nicole Brisbane
Anthony Caiazzo
Daneris Cando
Michael Cangialosi
Akisha Cassermere
Nicholas Charles Collins
James Joseph Craven
Sara Elizabeth DeRose
Sabrina Didiano
Andrew Dowd
Gabriel-Michael Flohl
Trevor Marcus Frizzell
Also: Psychology Major
Donejah Fuller
Amy Lynnette Garcia
Lindsey Patricia Gill
Destinie Hook
Anna Eftherpe Kazis
Steven D. Kernstock
Van Christian Lupardi
Michael Francis Lynch
Adnan Mamudoski
Peter Louis Maria, Jr.
Austin J. Markmann
Peter Louis Maria, Jr.
Austin J. Markmann
Michael Francis Lynch
Adnan Mamudoski
Peter Louis Maria, Jr.
Austin J. Markmann
Floreese Martinez
Deaglan Padraig McDade
Christian Muriel
Julia Naomi Nijnens
Moises E. Ortega
Joseph Pratola
John Gabriel Santiago
Also: Political Science Major
Samantha Louise Schnittger
Also: Psychology Major
Trevor Patrick Searles
Joshua Matthew Sokol
Robert Nicholas Strain
RJ Trimble-Edwards
Taylor Elizabeth Typrovicz
Theresa Varricchio
Jonathan Tyler Ward
Taylor Elizabeth Willis
Amy Breslin Woram
Bachelor of Arts

English
Lindsey Bottino
Darby Kate Cunningham
Olivia Grace Divincenzo
George D. Ferris, III
Devin Ramona Harris
Olivia Katherine Hayes
Sofia Rose Iacono
Lydia Ashlyn Ibarra
Jessica Hope Matthews
Keely Grace McCarthy
Anthony Joseph Mellow-Valle
Bachelor of Science
Mathematics
Eve M. Papa
Kristina Rimmel
Gabriella Recina Rufa
Emma Nicole-Lola Rydzzy
Austin Smith
Bachelor of Arts
General Studies
Savannah Lauren Cronin
Chad Hunter Pierson
Leida Hodalys Rojas
Bachelor of Science
General Studies
Emily Daniela Solis Ardaix
Joshua Christian Alvia
Andrew T. Calzone
Emma M. Convey
Aaron Curry
Christian Floyd Delay
Frank John Fiorino
Michaela Josephine Fritsch
Joseph Fred Furner-Starrett
Sabrina Marie Fusco
Brittney Nicole Green-Hall
Mark A. Gurliacci
Jeremy Raymond Lewis
Robert Ricla
Jennifer Laura Nastri
Mary Louise Neamanitis
Katherine A. Norton
Kezio Snelling
Nora Stevens
Cassidy Jane Walsh
Bachelor of Arts
Global Studies
Jessica Marie Bland
Also: Political Science Major
Lilly Bolton
Also: Political Science Major
Domenico Celli
Brian Lagan Hardiman
Bridget Patricia Manning Hughes
Thaddeus Rosner
Bachelor of Arts
History
Taylor Bloomquist
Susan Ann DelBianco
Olivia Lee Hagopian
Ryan Michael Hart
Raffaele Joseph Innamorato
Reed Keller
Erin D. McGerald
Brianna Georgia Rauchfuss
Allie Rinaldi
Emily Christina Singleton
Bachelor of Arts
Philosophy
Cooper Scott Clark
Matheus de Araujo Seixas
Bachelor of Arts
Theology and Religious Studies
Christine Jeanette Pelfrey
Christopher Edward Quigley
Bachelor of Arts
Political Science
Alexandrea Veronica Amazan
Nina Catanzaro
Sarah Marie Cimafranca
Ana Karina Contreras Mondragon
Adrian Dattolo
Lindsey Nicole Dell’Isola
Alana Renee Donabie
Dafne Lorraine Franco
Annabeth Catherine Guilo
Kaylee Elizabeth Hale
Ahmad Wail Hayajneh
Meridith Grace Kennedy
Gabrielle Petrie
Gavin Pruett
Prasant Bandaru Reddy
John Francis Shields, III
Gavin Fitzpatrick Thurlow
Rian Joseph Welch
Stavros Alexander Xanthacos
Also: Business Economics Major
Bachelor of Science
Psychology
Adrianne G. Alfonso
Anastasia Constantina Apotsos
Leanne Morgan Appio
Iva Nikolina Barun
Marie Josephine Bedoya
Lauren Berdecia
Brenden Thomas Berger
Leonard Biblekaj
Vincina Nicole Bivona
Kelly Rose Blando
Jennie Marie Boisvert
Gabrielle Angelica Bonifacio
Stephanie Ruth Bourbon
Gabrielle Loren Branciforti
Alyssa Brown
Amy Elizabeth Cadle
Kylie Nicole Cardinali
Camilla Marie Frial Castillo
Bethany Wells Catlin
Also: Criminal Justice Major
Courtney Ann Charbonneau
Robert V. Chatterton
Madison D. Cheatham
Colleen Rose Connaughton
Lauren Crane
Anna Elizabeth Cuccovia
Tia Marie DeLeo
Jordan Margaret Devlin
Kelly Anne Doherty
Carly A. Doorhy
Brianna Rose Faranesh
Cameron Parkas
Also: Criminal Justice Major
Adriana Marie Forcucci
Isabelle Mildred Francois
Caila Grace Galligan
Alexandra Lauren Gahluo
Monica Gowargy
Taylor Nicole Gregory
Karla Greto
Amanda Jaclyn Harkins
Jenna Rose Harrington
Erica Lee Hayden
Sarah Elizabeth Haze
Cassidy Marie Henderson
Emily Jayne Herbert
Nicole Marie Holder
Deanna Victoria Jacobs
Kendall Lyn Kreager
Nicholas Ross Lindholm
Rachel Robyn Lombardi
Meliza Y. Lopez
Jessica Rose Maddie
Nicole Alexandra Malatestinic
Madison Jade Marciano
Alexandra Marie Mastro
Laila McGeorge
Also: Philosophy Major
Jessica McLean
Sean W. Mefford
Brittani Catherine Mingoa
Michelle Katherine Munos
Hannah MacKenzie Munro
Victoria Patrice Nabors
Tracy Pham Nguy
Delphine Kim-Linh Nguyen
Brianna Denise Nolan
Marissa Nicole Otto
Erica Claire Ourfalian
Carolina Pava
Danielle Marie Perez
Erin Sheila Perotta
Marissa Moore Powers
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Bachelor of Science
Sociology
Gabriella Athitang
Maya Nobemi Keller Benyasav
Colleen Anne Casey
Joane Delia
Theresa Soo Kent
Jillian Leigh Kilmer
Michael Edward Plunkett

Bachelor of Arts
Spanish
Briceyda Meneses-Carreto

Bachelor of Arts
Theatre Arts
Jacob Curtis Doble
Also: Media Arts Major
Leela Rose Gallucci
Also: Media Arts Major
Delaney Rose Lynch
Liisel Nelis
Andrew R. Peloquin
Also: Media Arts Major
Victoria Marie Vacca
Justin Robert Weigel

JACK WELCH COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY
Bachelor of Science
Accounting
Brittany Anne Accurso
Also: Management Major
Barbara Ingrid Aguilar
Tucker Stephen Alberigo
Emma Antignani
Ashlie Marie Baker
Jacquelynn Ann Balacki
Catherine Marie Bellomo
Kaley Bohling
Also: Management Major
Kyle Joseph Boucher
Nicole Michele Bruzik
Caroline Bunger
John Walter Cambio, III
John Michael Casella
Also: Finance Major
Zachary Darren Clark
Gianna Maria Colotto
Sebastiano Michael Damiani
Shorabh Das
Briana Maria DaSilva
Vincent Michael Davis, IV
Also: Finance Major
Thomas DeCicco
Victoria Lynn Delphia
Also: Philosophy Major
Cole Patrick Doherty
Kyle A. Dunbar
Sean Michael Dunleavy
Patrick Michael Eknoian
Also: Finance Major
David Joseph Esposito
Jeffrey Joseph Fossati, Jr.
Kaitlin Clemens Gallagher
Jared A. Grillo
Also: Finance Major
Kyle Phillip Horsa
Junjie Ibanez
Megan Jacques
Also: Management Major
Alexandra Jade Keelan
David Martin King
Also: Finance Major
Marlena J. Koellner
Kara MacKenzie Langdon
Kristin Marie Lasance
Also: Finance Major
Briane Taylor Lauria
Also: Finance Major
Nicholas Andrew Lee
Kiera Lynn Lehr
Amanda Lipari
Finn Longval
Also: Finance Major
Mia Sara Loverdi
Mary Katherine Magliozi
Patrick Mahon
Kimberly Maldonado
Sydney Rose McKeon
Matthew Warren Milla
Also: Finance Major
Peter Christopher Miu
Nicole Modiest
Dylan Matthew Molster
Andie Lynn Mormino
Nguyen Bao Quynh Nguyen
Also: Finance Major
Gianna Nutile
Patric David Odierno
Victoria Marie Oliva
Kiara De Los Milagros Ortega
Austin Carnahan Pavone
Bobby Phong
Also: Management Major
Savannah Jo Putnam
Vanessa E. Reid
Denisse Rodriguez
Also: Finance Major
Vincent Perez
Also: Finance Major
Dasch длинноеСапун
Also: Finance Major
Anthony Saro
Annalisa Nicole Simons
Also: Finance Major
Elizabeth Marguerite Small
Also: Management Major
Valerie Betzabeth Sotelo
Emma Elizabeth Stent
Nicholas Stevens
George Connor Stix
Santiago Suarez
Also: Management Major
Danhuman Tang
Anais Marelle Tavolara
Tricia Marie Thaler
Joseph David Toci
Also: Finance Major
Lauren Elizabeth Tran
Joseph Urciuoli
Also: Finance Major
Sabrina Valenza
Christopher Ryan Veno
David Keegan Wall

Bachelor of Science
Business Economics
Phillip Ryan Almodovar
Also: Finance Major
Brandon Asgeirsson
Brendan Coffey
Edward Francis Cuddahy
Also: Finance Major
David Anthony Falcone
Also: Finance Major
James Vincent Gadaleta
Also: Finance Major
Adam Christopher Goode
Victoria Grimmer
Also: Finance Major
Leo Christopher Grizzaffi
Also: Finance Major
Colton Thomas King
Also: Finance Major
John F. Krom
Also: Finance Major
Adam Scott McClay
Jay Francis McEachern
Also: Accounting Major
Nicholas Alex Monaco
Also: Finance Major
Matthew Noce
Also: Finance Major
Vincent Perez
Also: Finance Major
Ruslan Rakhatov
Also: Finance Major
Steven Everardus Schilder
Also: Finance Major
Klea Seferi
Also: Finance Major
Jonathan Andrew Stone  
Also: Finance Major
Conor John Sullivan  
Also: Finance Major
Kain Tuttle Upson  

Bachelor of Science  
Finance
Austin Alonzo  
Also: Accounting Major
Olutobi Aminu  
Also: Business Economics Major
Nassim Amirouche  
Also: Business Economics Major
Ejimofor Anosike  
Also: Business Economics Major
Michael John Azzariti  
Also: Accounting Major
Ramiro A. Balaguera-Townsend  
Also: Business Economics Major
Amanda Nicole Bannerman  
Also: Business Economics Major
Maddison Louise Bishop  
Also: Business Economics Major
Kyle Thomas Bulkley  
Also: Accounting Major
David Paul Carchedi  
Also: Accounting Major
Altnel Celaj  
Also: Marketing Major
Nicholas John Cioffi  
Also: Marketing Major
Thomas John Considine, Jr.  
Also: Marketing Major
Alexandra D. Correa  
Also: Accounting Major
Gabrielle Nicole Coumou  
Also: Business Economics Major
Michael John Covino  
Also: Accounting Major
Jonathan Danzak  
Also: Accounting Major
Matthew Day  
David A. DeBlois Jr.  
Also: Accounting Major
Dylan Connor Dernbach  
Elisa Victoria DeSousa  
Also: Accounting Major
Gerardo Corrado Dihlippo  
James Brooks Dutton  
Also: Business Economics Major
Paul Thomas Ebenau  
John Austin Friedman  
Gabriella Ann Giannopoulos  
Also: Accounting Major
Jake Giaquinto  
Also: Accounting Major
Paul Michael Ginley  
Kieran Michael Glynn  
Trevor James Godston  
Also: Accounting Major
Michael Harney  
Also: Business Economics Major
Andrew Michael Homola  
Also: Business Economics Major
Brandon H. Hurley  
Also: Business Economics Major
Christian Furio Kanobel  
John Patrick Keenan  
Gillian Olivia Kenney  
Also: Management Major
Brian Kiesche  
Jordan Noelle Lombardi  
Also: Accounting Major
Patrick Anthony Lukert  
Also: Business Economics Major
Max Luukko  
Also: Business Economics Major
Lauren Joan Lyver  
Also: Business Economics Major
Christina Roxanne Magliocco  
Christian Robert Marini  
Also: Business Economics Major
Matthew Robert Marino  
Maclain John Marzano  
Robert G. McGearry  
Also: Business Economics Major
Michael Anthony Mercuri  
Scott Alexander Miller  
Also: Accounting Major
Michael John Notarianni  
Cody Matthew O’Brien  
Natalie Angela Pironi  
Connor Joseph Poirier  
Cody Justin Purciello  
Also: Business Economics Major
Gabriella Annabel Rego  
Matthew Paul Reis  
Also: Sport Management Major
Claudio J. Robiglio  
Also: Business Economics Major
Christian Benjamin Rodriguez  
Briana Marie Rotondo  
Also: Marketing Major
Brandon Michael Rozzi  
Also: Business Economics Major
Thomas Andrew Schneider  
Also: Accounting Major
Kamil Mateusz Sebastijanski  
Jack David Silcox  
Also: Business Economics Major
Anthony Joseph Smith  
Also: Management Major
Kyle Jon St. Germain  
Also: Marketing Major
Stephen John Thibault  
Also: Business Economics Major
Aaron Thompson  
Jacob C. Tomanelli  
Victor Vega  

Bachelor of Science  
Computer Science
Dylan Ballesteros  
Frank Gus Bucci, II  
Stephen Samuel Clarke  
Gabriel Adam Correa  
Kevin Joseph Devlin  
Nathaniel Reese Fleming  
Joshua A. Fondini  
Also: Psychology Major
Jesse Tyler Giuffre  
Seiji Hosokawa  
Avni Kapadia  
Nicholas Leo  
Austen Mancini  
Stephen Michael Marella  
Kyle Mercado  
James Reilly  
Matthew Alexander Sabourin  
Nikolas Carlo Stauber  
Bryan Xavier Tacuri  
Robert James Tartaglia  
Tyler James Toussaint  
Nathan John Bonaventura  
Vargashe  
Matthew Thomas Wyskiel  

Bachelor of Science  
Information Technology
Christopher Peter Derito  
Cody Pleiffer  

Bachelor of Science  
Management
Karen Alcaraz  
Robert Michael Allingham  
Louis Vincent Aquino  
Also: Finance Major
Kyle R. Arndt  
Michael Anthony Bernardelli  
Mark Richard Blinn  
Michael Cerrito  
Anthony Joseph Alphonsus  
Christian  
Christopher Joseph Conte  
Emma Jean Costello  
Jason Charles Cote  
Thomas Christopher Coughlin  
Also: Finance Major
David Crosby  
Rebecca Anne Cucuzzella  
Sophia Rose Daskalon  
Also: Fashion Marketing & Merchandising Major
Gianna Marie DeAngelis  
Robert Daniel Deida  
Victoria Alexis Demko  
Andrew Colin Demmings  
Michael DiBella  
Kristina DiNardo  
Christopher Anthony DiPalma  
Lauren Concetta Pasano  
Matthew John Fatse  
George Frrokaj  
Marissa Nicole Fusco  
Ryan James Gawricki  
Thomas Riley Gaydos  
Also: Marketing Major
Robert Alan Gestrich  
Jessica Marie Giglio  
Kevin Patrick Gillotti  
Daniel Angelo Graziano  
Gabriella Nicole Greco  
Danielle Elizabeth Grenon  
Andrea Christine Hatzis  
Also: Marketing Major
John Healy, Jr.  
Nikolas Carl Hermanowycz  
Antonia Juliet Hoyos  
Also: Marketing Major
Ryan Judge  
Nicholas Kocaj  
Paul E. Lamontagne, III  
Joseph John Larocca  
Also: Sport Management Major
Matthew Rocco Lefemine  
Isabel Connors Libby  
Christopher Gabriel Lora  
Matthew Loret  
Grant Frederick Lowary  
Christian Alexander Masses  
William Nicholas Mastroni  
Also: Marketing Major
Michael McGrath  
Kerri Elizabeth Metzler  
Devin Nealon  
Also: Marketing Major
Jessica Taylor O’Brien  
Also: Marketing Major
Robert Foster O’Toole  
Daniel Andrew Panichella  
Also: Marketing Major
Andrew Patino  
Also: Theatre Arts Major
Brooke Ashley Perks  
Alissa Phillips  
Raymond Pizarro, Jr.  
Shawn Ram彻an  
Jean Paul Reyes
Elvis Rodriguez
Martin Ellis Rodriguez
Alexander Roman
Caroline Marie Steadham
Precious Stone
Matthew Tillinghast
Nicholas Andrew Vezos
Emily Rose Walker
Olivia Mae Weisz
NaCyla Tyce Wiley
Also: Global Studies Major
Nicole Kalie Woznyk
Also: Marketing Major
Jillian Taylor Wroth
Samuel Tyler Zietara

Bachelor of Science
Sports Management
Richard Nicholas Aldarondo
Also: Marketing Major
Vito Peter Bavaro
Also: Marketing Major
Nicholas David Calabrese
Also: Marketing Major
Christopher Francis Carillo
Amanda Nicole Concetti
Also: Marketing Major
Stephen Michael Ehrich
Also: Accounting Major
Daniel Foulk
Also: Marketing Major
Kyle William Gahan
Robert Paul Garbuio
Michael William Girolametti
Mary Margaret Glynn
Shaun Thomas Gordon
Also: Finance Major
Matthew James Guerrisi
Nicholas Alexandros Kriticos
Also: Marketing Major
Logan Jay LaRochelle
Alexander Frank Lauber
Also: Finance Major
Sean Patrick McDonald
Also: Marketing Major
Jack Ryan Milne
Joseph Thomas Nobile
Daniel Justin O’Brien
Matoe G. Parzych
Also: Marketing Major
Eric Steven Peper
Also: Marketing Major
Nicholas Rizzi
Daniel James Stephens Roach
Michael Forrest Rotondo
Phil Sampson
Benny Santiago

Katherine Eileen Schneider
Also: Accounting Major
Matthew John Andrew Tugnutt
William James Visgilio
Robert Patrick West
Also: Marketing Major
Tyshan Tarell Williams
Javed A. Wright

Bachelor of Science
Marketing
Jennifer Marie Adamec
Amanda Gabrielle Adia
Rachel Susan Aldieri
Christiana Alves
Jaione Amigot Gonzalez
Alexander Angeleescu
Joseph Erminio Arlistico
Also: Sport Management Major
Adrianna Marie Barsa
Alexis Jane Bernagozzi
Gregory Gerald Blohm
Dane Spencer Borges
Christina M. Bottari
Also: Fashion Marketing & Merchandising Major
Michele Brann
Jaya Paige Breeland
Rachel Mary Brunelle
Olivia Ann Bryant
Benjamin Matthew Burke
Nikole Burns
Brendan Cannon
Michelle Ann Carangelo
Also: Fashion Marketing & Merchandising Major
Patrizia Cavone
Jack Connelly
Ekin Agnes Constantino
Katherine Rose Cox
Also: Fashion Marketing & Merchandising Major
Rebecca Gene Crandle
Judena Marie Cristina
Olivia Nicole Dabney
Jennifer Rose Daly
Carson Elizabeth DeCaro
Gabrielle Patricia Deross
Nico D. Di Lucia
Gisselle Diaz
Also: Fashion Marketing & Merchandising Major
Paige Rose DiGiacomo
Joelle Rose Dixson
Thomas Dillon Dolan
Anthony Gerald Dolce
Brianna Dudding
Christopher Philip Dunnigan
Also: Management Major
Nicole Elaine Dunning
Also: Accounting Major
Shanice Nina Edward
Patrick James Farella
Michael Fata, Jr.
Olivia Ellen Fetherston
Audrey Michelle Gaboriault
David McDonald Gautier
Alison Germain
Matthew Ryan Gutierrez
Veronica Jaden Guyer
Also: Fashion Marketing & Merchandising Major
Ryan Kelly Haffel
Emily Marie Hermann
Michael John Javedaia, Jr.
Also: Finance Major
Emma Indursky
Nikki Taylor Johnson
Brohanna Elizabeth Kelley
Also: Business Economics Major
Matthew Robert Kenneally
Benjamin Joseph Kozak
Also: Finance Major
Morgan Joan Kranaky
Madison Grace Laferriere
Amanda Paige Lagana
Lindsay Lancaster
Joseph Anthony Lane
Also: Management Major
Michele Taylor Lee
Also: Sport Management Major
Victoria Leonzi
Madeline Rose Lewis
Clifford Lindholm
Caroly Joanne Lisboa
Joseph Daniel Lucy, IV
Amber J. Luis
Patricia Mary Lyons
Kelsey Elizabeth MacNaughton
Jenna Rose Malachek
Elizabeth Marcovich
Daniel Richard Marino
Also: Management Major
Samantha Marino
Colleen Erin McNeanley
Nicole Rose McGregor
Eden Kumasa Mequanton
Edward Mercure
Sophia Molluso
Dylan James Moran
Also: Finance Major
Kayla Marie Mozicato
Allyson Murphy
Gabrielle Rose Nardi

Kiana Lynn Nieto
Also: Fashion Marketing & Merchandising Major
Erin Helen O’Brien
Cassandra F. O’Connor
Also: Fashion Marketing & Merchandising Major
Courtney Alexandra O’Shea
Also: Theatre Arts Major
Alexis La’ren Palmer
Carly Ann Pease
Also: Sport Management Major
Cailin Peragine
Natalie Pereira
Rachel Anne Phelps
Emily Frances Picco
Jenna Mae Plausske
Nicole Lena Pomatico
John Pomeroy
Mary Rose Rainey
William A Reardon II
Katherine Marie Roake
James Vincent Roberto
Emma Rose Salvador
Also: Fashion Marketing & Merchandising Major
Robert Rares Schulman
Michael Andrew Seaman, III
Erin Rose Shields
Also: Finance Major
Eric Lee Sippin
Victoria Elizabeth Spagnuolo
Eric A. Sparacino
Ryan James Tager
Mark Joseph Threlkeld
Steven Joseph Trumbull
Elizabeth Mary Van Nostrand
Erica Walsh Varley
Georgia Rose Viggiano
Karlie Mary Rose Walter
Jenna Anne Wilson
Lindsey Marie Woodhull
Also: Fashion Marketing & Merchandising Major
Danylo Yanovskiy

Isabelle Farrington
College of Education

Bachelor of Arts
Interdisciplinary Studies
Amanda Conigliaro
Christine Elizabeth Crosby
Kelly Margaret Hague
Nicole Patch
Lauren Grace Vigorito
Bachelor of Science
Interdisciplinary Studies
Nicole Amalfitano
Amanda Amiano
Jessica Buono
Kaeli Nicole DeCesare
Rachel Dufresne
Jessica Elizabeth Esposito
Grace Farley
Julia Eileen Favata
Kaitlyn Rose Flynn
Julia Marie Gatto
Marissa Giammarusco
Megan Rose Gossett
Elizabeth Grosso
Gianna Grotto
Nicole Grotto
Gabriella Nicole Iacono
Jayce Morgan Jones
Rebecca Lerner
Gillian Rose LeRoy
Claire Levenson
Deonna Mangione
Marilena Matera
Andrea Maureen Matyszewski
Chloe Sage McEneaney
Erin Murphy
Ashlin Mae Neal
Lizabeth-Anne Niemczyk
Kaylbl Annaliene Schommer
Gianna Grace Scioletti
Samantha Rose Emeline
Simpson
Jillian Towne
Gabrielle Sara Vega
Emily Margaret Weiss
Erik Alfred Rosenhammer
Brendan Christopher Rooney
Joselyn Pearl Rivera
Diana Pineda
Jocelynn Pearl Rivera
Brianna Edie Salinaro
Robyn Olivia Sachs
Mia Anita Rossetti
Alyssa Jeane Martucci
Erin Caroline Noonan
Brittany Lynn Notarangelo
Justina Megan O’Brien
Reilly Alexandra Owens
Gianna Nicole Pagnotta
Taylor Emily Papone
Danielle Mackenzie Paradis
Shreya Patel
Hannah Elizabeth Phipps
Lauren Nicole Prifti
Emma Catherine Raggio
Erin Theresa Rederscheid
Kailyn May Ringel
Sabrina Rosati
Mia Anita Rossetti
Robyn Olivia Sachs
Brianna Edie Salinaro
Alaina Sophia Sangiorgi
Casey Tyler Saunders
Jonathan Mark Schoes
Orlando Segui, Jr.
Shannon Silva
Sofia Katarina Silva
Ashley Taylor Skinner
Emily Marie Spellman
Kathryn E. Strazdon
Riley John Sullivan
Kelly Taylor
Nicole Vassalle
Vanessa Lee Vizcarrondo
Also: Psychology Major
Julianna Francesca Vultaggio
Colleen Marie Walsh
Cordt Robert Weinstein
Hannah Wilson
Jenna Michelle Yates

Bachelor of Science
Health Science
Christopher Ankomah
Agymang
Kathryn Joanne Amideneau
Catherine McDermott Bergin
Alexa Maria Borkowski
Victoria R. Boughton
Brittany Nicole Brown
Giulia Bulone
Aslynn K. Burbano
Juliana Rose Cacciatore
Alexandra Rose Cardino
Natalie Marie Carr
Cierra Marina Casale
Cassandra Joy Cesario
Danielle Nicole Chiarova
Hailey Sandra Clark
Caroline Mary Corrigan
Colette Mary Dabaghian
Brooke Amber Dabo
Nicole Rose DeMaria
Matthew Paul Devito
Angela Elaine DiFazio
Kristina Louise Doerr
Salvatore Victor Emanuel
Sydney Nicole Ericson
Krista Marie Evans
Grace Ann Falvey
Dominic John Ferranola
Shannon Marie Fleming
Cassandra Elizabeth Ford
Lorivin Galchabaeva
Angela Goffredo
Nicole Alexandra Gomez-Nieto
Amanda Hope Guindon
Sarah Diane Hensal
Caitlin A. Herbert
Anna Marie Hogarty
Julia R. Hornyak

Bachelor of Science
Exercise Science
Bonni Abel
Jennifer Margaret Bailey
Gilmar Jhosimar Barrios
Kaeleigh Brislin
Riley James Brown
Kristin Anne Bruhin
Mackenzie Marie Bures
Calin John Butler
Jason Robert Cadilek
Robert Edward Castro
Victoria Lynn Catizone
Joseph Cho
Katelyn Marie Christian
Sarah Elizabeth Clayman
Evan Alexander Cleveland
Makenna Nicole Crawford
Victoria Anna Dabek
Dominick Michael Danzi
Bianca Jeanne De Lucia
Juliana Marie DiMartini
Christopher Michael Donato
Christina Nicole Drago
Ava Nicole Esposito
Matthew John Everton
Thomas Theodore Lopes Faltus
Brian Garland
Chrysoula Stavroula
Georgioudakis
Marisa Nicole Grabbe
Jordyn Margret Guerra
Shanna Marie Haddow
Kayla Marie Hanranah
Ryan Gregory Hayes
Emily Paige Hoschouer
Eric Hund
Alexandra Incontro
Reinaldo Norris Jackson
Trevor Jay Johnson
Caroline Marie Joy
Bridget Lillian Kelly
Kayla Marie Kowalsczyk
Victoria Emily Lynch
Rachel Margaret Major
Danielle Nicole Mannino
Taylor J. Marks
Alyssa Nicole Martinez
Jessica Lillian Mastropietro
Paige Nicole McCormack
BIanna Marie McInerney
Juliet Kristin Melotto
Jacqueline Louise Nofle
Isabelle Catherine Notaro
Stephanie Catherine O’Reilly
Gianfranco Paola
Elena Victoria Perez
Haley Ann Petersoli
Emily Elizabeth Petro
Diana Pineda
Joseyln Pearl Rivera
Brendan Christopher Rooney
Erik Alfred Rosenhammer
Taylor Alexandria Roy
North Forrest Runk
Christina Sanctiagco
Gianna Marie Scardigno
Megan Riana Sheridan
Valerie Dean Stein
Gwenyth Clare Stuard
Erin Sweeney
Keira Clare Tobia
Emily Rose Tobin
Hannah W. Tucker
Katelyn Margaret Vetack
Jessica Marie Wade
Darryle Wiggins
Bonnie Margaret Wilder
Christopher Anthony Zaccaria
Samantha Teresa Zebitsch

Bachelor of Science
Health Science
Christopher Ankomah
Agymang
Kathryn Joanne Amideneau
Catherine McDermott Bergin
Alexa Maria Borkowski
Victoria R. Boughton
Brittany Nicole Brown
Giulia Bulone
Aslynn K. Burbano
Juliana Rose Cacciatore
Alexandra Rose Cardino
Natalie Marie Carr
Cierra Marina Casale
Cassandra Joy Cesario
Danielle Nicole Chiarova
Hailey Sandra Clark
Caroline Mary Corrigan
Colette Mary Dabaghian
Brooke Amber Dabo
Nicole Rose DeMaria
Matthew Paul Devito
Angela Elaine DiFazio
Kristina Louise Doerr
Salvatore Victor Emanuel
Sydney Nicole Ericson
Krista Marie Evans
Grace Ann Falvey
Dominic John Ferranola
Shannon Marie Fleming
Cassandra Elizabeth Ford
Lorivin Galchabaeva
Angela Goffredo
Nicole Alexandra Gomez-Nieto
Amanda Hope Guindon
Sarah Diane Hensal
Caitlin A. Herbert
Anna Marie Hogarty
Julia R. Hornyak
Alexis Ann Hutcheon
Lauren Inga
Joshua James Inkel
Maryann Eileen Jimenez
Lanasia Jones
Ruby Grace Jusas
Elin Elizabeth Kennedy
Justin T. Klotz
Minas Andreas Kostis
Aasiya Mohmed Faruk
Kothawala
Nina Rose Lauria
Marissa Victoria Letizio
Jayne Susan Lewis
Nicole Marie Loken
Faith Mia Luna
John Robert Macauda
Emma Michelle Magliarditi
Shannon Taylor Malone
Alyssa Jeane Martucci
Erin Caroline Noonan
Brittany Lynn Notarangelo
Justina Megan O’Brien
Reilly Alexandra Owens
Gianna Nicole Pagnotta
Taylor Emily Papone
Danielle Mackenzie Paradis
Shreya Patel
Hannah Elizabeth Phipps
Lauren Nicole Prifti
Emma Catherine Raggio
Erin Theresa Rederscheid
Kailyn May Ringel
Sabrina Rosati
Mia Anita Rossetti
Robyn Olivia Sachs
Brianna Edie Salinaro
Alaina Sophia Sangiorgi
Casey Tyler Saunders
Jonathan Mark Schoes
Orlando Segui, Jr.
Shannon Silva
Sofia Katarina Silva
Ashley Taylor Skinner
Emily Marie Spellman
Kathryn E. Strazdon
Riley John Sullivan
Kelly Taylor
Nicole Vassalle
Vanessa Lee Vizcarrondo
Also: Psychology Major
Julianna Francesca Vultaggio
Colleen Marie Walsh
Cordt Robert Weinstein
Hannah Wilson
Jenna Michelle Yates
Jessica Leigh Wonderly
Madison Amoy Wong
Ekashia Ximines
Robin Christine Attardi Zenczak
Natalie Ann Zydel

ST. VINCENT’S COLLEGE

Bachelor of Science
Radiological Sciences
Isabel Maria Alves
Courtney Cass
George A. Gomez
Megan Ashley Halloran
Kimberly A. Johns
Aylin Nasit
Caroline Vaz Dos Reis
Sani Fuseni Sulemana

Associate in Arts
Liberal Arts
Nicholas Ray Agrinzone
Renata Blue

Associate in Science
Nursing
Ayawovi Abony
Cynthia Lisa Accousti
Yidalis Almanzar
Alexya Nicole Alves
Francesca Rose Annunziato
Dionna Arango
Evelyn Arias

The preceding does not constitute
an official graduation list.
The students listed here were
candidates for the degree or honor
at the program’s printing deadline.
Latin honors for undergraduate
students as announced at the
undergraduate commencement
ceremony were calculated as of
the end of the Fall 2019 semester.

James David Watt
David Michael Wilbur
Jaynisha S. Williams
Alycia Catherine Wojtusik
Alexandria Zaino

Associate in Science
Radiography
Clayton John Allison
Jami Barbieri
Marissa Lillian Brockett
Samantha Rose Carroll
Alyssa Anne Caterson
Kaylee Ciolino
Wioleta Czerwonka
Annie Froschl
Taylor L. Gilmore
Mariah C. Hudson
Sarah Kodel
Quin Lamendola
Danielle Marie Mallozzi
Jeffery Mandeville
Renee Christine Metcalf
Alexis A. Moody
Ricardo Mosquera
Brandon Otero
Annmarie Nicole Rainer
Allison Kazue Riggs

Colten J. Roberts
Sharwat Romi
Felicia Lynn Rosadini
Fannie Sosa Rodriguez
Acacia Suero
Ashley M. Szanty
Tina Nicole Tassitano
Sadiya Vahora
Christianne Zito

The preceding does not constitute
an official graduation list.
The students listed here were
candidates for the degree or honor
at the program’s printing deadline.
Latin honors for undergraduate
students as announced at the
undergraduate commencement
ceremony were calculated as of
the end of the Fall 2019 semester.

Clayton John Allison
Jami Barbieri
Marissa Lillian Brockett
Samantha Rose Carroll
Alyssa Anne Caterson
Kaylee Ciolino
Wioleta Czerwonka
Annie Froschl
Taylor L. Gilmore
Mariah C. Hudson
Sarah Kodel
Quin Lamendola
Danielle Marie Mallozzi
Jeffery Mandeville
Renee Christine Metcalf
Alexis A. Moody
Ricardo Mosquera
Brandon Otero
Annmarie Nicole Rainer
Allison Kazue Riggs

Colten J. Roberts
Sharwat Romi
Felicia Lynn Rosadini
Fannie Sosa Rodriguez
Acacia Suero
Ashley M. Szanty
Tina Nicole Tassitano
Sadiya Vahora
Christianne Zito

The preceding does not constitute
an official graduation list.
The students listed here were
candidates for the degree or honor
at the program’s printing deadline.
Latin honors for undergraduate
students as announced at the
undergraduate commencement
ceremony were calculated as of
the end of the Fall 2019 semester.
Thank you to members of the class of 2020 who contributed to the Senior Class Gift Campaign. More than 300 seniors have given back to elements of the Sacred Heart community that matter the most to them, including scholarship support, academic programs, performing arts, student organizations, athletic teams and volunteer service initiatives.

Students who made special gifts of $20.20 or more in honor of their graduation year are wearing silver cords today with their academic regalia.

Best of luck to all of you in the next chapter of your lives. We hope you always consider Sacred Heart University your home away from home.

SENIOR CLASS GIFT CAMPAIGN

Omar Abdo
Brittany Accurso
Jennifer Adamec
Christopher Agymang
Adrienne Alfonso
Gabriella Athitiang
Ramiro Balaguer
Gilmar Barrios
Adrianna Barsa
Vito Bavarro
Brendan Benitez
Anne Bergere
Catherine Bergin
Madde Bishop
Alexa Blazas
Jennie Boisvert
Lauren Bolcar
Caroline Bolletino
Dane Borges
Alexa Borkowski
Victoria Boughton
Madelyn Bradway
Gabrielle Branciforti
Kaela Brandi
Jayda Breeland
Tyffany Brisbane
Alyssa Brown
Brittany Brown
Rachel Brunelle
Nicole Bruzik
Olivia Bryant
Kayla Buffington
Caroline Bunger
Calin Butler
Amy Cadle
Daneris Cando
David Carchedi
Kylie Cardinali
Cierra Casale
John Casella
Colleen Casey
Stephanie Castagliuolo
Victoria Catizone
Bethany Catlin
Altin Celaj
Cassandra Cesario
Courtney Charbonneau
Robert E. Chatterton
Madison Chestam
Danielle Chiavola
Katelyn Christian
Bryana Cielo
Stephen Clarke
Brendan Coffey
Amanda Concetti
Erica Condon
Amanda Conigliaro
Christopher Conte
Ana Contreras Mondragon
Emma Costello
Makenna Crawford
Judena Cristino
Edward Cuddahy
Kevin Daly
Amanda De Lauzon
Bianca De Lucia
Nicole Demaria
Elisa DeSousa
Sabrina Didiano
Angela DiFazio
Paige Digiacomo
Angelina Dinotta
Laura Dolan
Carlly Doohy
Ashley Doyle
Brianna Dudding
Christopher Dunnigan
Kimberly Durando
James Dutton
Kenneth Ekert
Casey Elliot
Sydney Ericson
Matthew Everton
Grace Falvey
Grace Farley
Lauren Fasano
Julia Favata
Dominic Ferranola
Shannon Fleming
Kaitlyn Flynn
Charles Fogie
Cassandra Ford
Nicole Forest
Dafne Franco
Jordan Frederick
Marissa Fusco
James Gadaleta
Kyle Gahan
Layla Galavotti
Leela Gallucci
Robert Garbuio
Quinn Garvey
Julia Gatto
Marissa Giannamarco
Jake Giaquinto
Jessica Giglio
Luciana Gizzo
Mary Glynn
Kieran Glynn
Megan Gosssett
Victoria Grimmer
Nicole Grotto
Gianna Grotto
Emily Guimette
Shanna Haddow
Kelly Hague
Kaylee Hale
Jenna Harrington
Sarah Haze
Danielle Heady
Cassidy Henderson
Sarah Hensal
Emily Herbert
Annika Hogarty
Jordan Holbrook
Nicole Holder
Emma Hone
Kelsey Hopkins
Kyle Horsa
Emily Hoschower
Seiji Hosokawa
Alexis Hutcheon
Gabriella Iacono
Alexandra Incontro
Joshua Inkel
Nikki Johnson
Trevor Johnson
Christopher Kattak
Anna Kazis
Alexandra Keelan
Bridge Kelly
Theresa Kent
Delaney Kimball
Colton King
Justin Klotz
Vanessa Kobyluck
Marlena Koellner
Minas Kostis
Amanda Lagana
Logan Larochelle
Kristin LaSance
Brienne Lauria
Victoria Leonzi
Rebecca Lerner
Gillian Leroy
Suzana Leshi
Jayne Lewis
Nicole Longo
Nicole Lopes
Grant Lowary
Lauren Lowther
Michael Lucia
Patrick Lukert
Max Luukko
Victoria Lynch
Lauren Lyver
Emma Magliarditi
Christina Magliocco
Ciara Maguire
Patrick Mahon
Danielle Mannino
Samantha Marino
Daniel Marino
Austin Markmann
Alyssa Martinez
Christian Masses
Andrea Matyszewski
Colleen McAninley
Kaitlyn McCarthy
Brienne McGuire
Austin Mollmurray
Rianna McNamie
Chelsea McNulty
McKenna Mera
SENIOR CLASS GIFT CAMPAIGN

Julie Mercuro  
Kerri Metzler  
Taylor Mewhiney  
Katherine Meyer  
Matthew Milia  
Jack Milne  
Nicole Modiest  
Dylan Moran  
Gina Moriello  
Michelle Munos  
Hannah Munro  
Julia Muravinski  
Caroline Murray  
Katherine Napoli  
Adrian Nelson  
Tracy Nguy  
Lizabeth-Anne Niemczyk  
Matthew Noce  
Katelyn Norkowski  
Cody O’Brien  
Cassandra O’Connor  
Victoria Oliva  
Courtney O’Shea  
Marisa Otto  
Reilly Owens  
Nicholas Pandolfo  
Taylor Pappone  
Nicole Patch  
Shreya Patel  
Austin Pavone  
Kaitlyn Pellerin  
Danielle Perez  
Brooke Perks  
Rachel Phelps  
Hannah Phipps  
Stephanie Pic  
Jillian Picard-Busky  
Jenna Plausse  
Allison Plezia  
Lauren Prifti  
Gavin Pruett  
Julia Pusateri  
Emma Raggio  
Sophia Rahim  
MaryRose Rainey  
Shawn Ramcheran  
Brianna Rauchfuss  
Matthew Reis  
Brandon Ricketts  
Krissy Rimmel  
Allie Rinaldi  
Kailyn Ringel  
Joselyn Rivera  
Leida Rojas  
Carly Rondeau  
Sabrina Rosati  
Erik Rosenhammer  
Taylor Rubeo  
Nikole Rudis  
Jessica Ruffino  
Nina Rutigliano  
Gabriella Ruvo  
Emma Rydzy  
Abigail Sanchez  
Christina Sanziangco  
Sydney-Lee Santos  
Steven Schilder  
Will Schmidt  
Samantha Schnittger  
Kailby Schommer  
Gianna Scioletti  
Klea Seferi  
Orlando Segui  
Megan Sheridan  
Cassie Simonides  
Elizabeth Small  
Margot Smith  
Anthony Smith  
Kezio Snelling  
Joshua Sokol  
Lauren Somers  
Marissa Sornoza  
Gabriella Sorrentino  
Jarel Spellman  
Emily Spellman  
Valerie Stein  
Kathryn Strazdon  
Riley Sullivan  
Erin Sweeney  
Stephen Thibault  
Aaron Thompson  
Jacqueline Thorne  
Gavin Thurlow  
Lauren Tran  
Alex Trapasso  
Shelby Trentini  
R.J. Trimble-Edwards  
Brianna Triolo  
Erin Tuohy  
Erika Van Wagner  
Zoe Vanvolkinburg  
Nicole Vassalle  
Erica Veley  
Nicholas Vezos  
Gabriella Vitolo  
Jessica Wagner  
Sarah Wagner  
Cordt Weinstein  
Olivia Weiss  
Matthew Wielk  
Michael Wilen  
Denzel Williams  
Kayla Williams  
Hannah Wilson  
Amanda Witkowski  
Ana Wolkenstein  
Madison Wong  
Amanda Woodbury  
Nicole Woznyk  
Joseph Zacchia  
Tara Zanni  
Nicole Ziner
Congratulations
Class of 2020